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General Usage Notes
Always tab off of or click off of a field after entering data. This tells the Liberty
application that you are done entering data in the field and allows it to validate the entry.
•

You will be able to edit certain information without clicking an Edit button. The
user documentation gives further information about the specific behaviors you
will experience where this sort of editing is allowed.

•

Error and Informational messages are generally displayed at the top of the
screen and contain helpful information regarding errors or actions about to be
taken. Please pay special attention to these messages as you complete actions
within Liberty.

•

Liberty allows RIAs to tailor user access to authorize only those areas deemed
appropriate. Because each user can have different access, your views may not
match the views portrayed in this document.

•

As with most web-based applications, you should use the navigation options
provided within Liberty rather than your browser’s back button. Using the
browser’s back button will typically take you back to the Analytics page, which
may not be your desired result.

•

As with most web-based applications, you should use the sign out link in Liberty
to exit the application rather than simply closing the browser window.

•

Reset and Cancel actions will not save your changes. Reset will clear any
entered data and allow you to start over. Cancel will exit the modification screen
without saving your changes.

Messages
There are several messages you will see as you perform actions within Liberty. In
general, messages appear at the top of the screen with a colored background.

Informational messages appear with a blue background and an “i” icon. These
messages typically confirm that you have successfully completed some action.

Critical messages appear with a red background and an ‘x’ icon. These messages
indicate that something needs to be corrected before you can proceed.
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Important messages appear with a yellow background and an “!” icon. These messages
typically mean something about your request has changed, but you will be allowed to
continue.

Account Level Trading
Account level trading is the easiest way to trade individual accounts. For taxable
accounts, account level trading also allows access to the Tax Harvesting process.
Account level trading appears only for those who have access to trade on Liberty.
Account Level Trading Navigation

Account level trading is accessed under the Trading Tab when viewing an individual
account.
Note: Account Level Trading is not available when viewing a combination of accounts.
The default selection is Buy Positions, use the sub-navigation links to access other
trading actions as needed.
Account Level Trading Buy Positions
The Buy Positions option allows you to buy more shares of existing securities or to buy
into a new security.
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The default view is View by Quantity and includes information about the shares owned
and those available for trade. View by Value shows the market value of the shares and
unrealized gain/loss information. Trades defined under one view will carry over to the
other view so you can flip between views as you define your trades.
Click on Buy New in the model summary line to
buy shares of a security not currently held in the
model.
You will be prompted to select the security you
wish to trade.
Please note, you may have to scroll down to
access the Select button.
If you click the Buy link on an already held
security then you skip the select security step
and go straight to the Buy New Position screen.

Once your security is selected, or if
you have clicked on the Buy link for
an already held security, the Buy
New Position screen appears. Here
you can define the specific dollars or
shares to trade.
The Buy using all available cash
option is an alternative to entering in the dollars or shares when you want to invest all
available cash in the selected security.
Note: Available cash is defined as the cash held in the account under the selected
model that is above and beyond the required minimum cash.
If you do not have sufficient cash available you will
see a message appear at the top of the screen:
Action Buttons:
• Update – saves your trade and returns you to the Buy Positions view so you can
continue to define more trades
• Remove Trade – removes the trade definition and returns you to the Buy
Positions view
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Reset – clears the selections on the Buy New Position screen and leaves you on
the Buy New Position screen
Cancel – returns you to the Buy Positions view without saving your trade or
changes

When buying a new security, the new security is added to
the Buy Positions view and the Buy link changes to an
Edit link to indicate that a trade already exists for that line.
When buying more of an existing security the Buy link
changes to an Edit link for the security.
Note: At this point the trades are only defined, you must
Process in order to create the trade orders.
Process Trade
Once you have defined all of your trades, validate the text in the Action Dock is as
expected and then click the Process Trade button to create the trade orders.

After processing the trade(s), the Trade Summary box will appear and you have the
choice of continuing to the blotter to review and approve your trades.
Account Level Trading Sell Positions
The Sell Positions option allows you to sell out of an entire model or sell shares of
specific securities.

The default view is View by Quantity and includes information about the shares owned
and those available for trade. View by Value shows the market value of the shares and
unrealized gain/loss information. Trades defined under one view will carry over to the
other view so you can flip between views as you define your trades.
Click on the checkbox to the right of the model summary information to mark all
securities in the model to sell all available shares held by the account.
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Click the Sell or Edit link on a single security to open the Sell Position screen where you
can define or modify the shares to be sold.
Here you can define the specific
dollars or shares to trade.
The Sell all for security option is an
alternative to entering in the dollars
or shares when you want to sell all of
the available shares.

Note: Available shares includes pending buy trades, even if the buy trade is at
Recommend status. This means it is possible to define a sell that you cannot approve
in the Blotter until the pending buy is also approved.
If you do not have sufficient shares available you
will see a message appear at the top of the screen:
Action Buttons:
• Update – saves your trade and returns you to the Sell Positions view so you can
continue to define more trades
• Remove Trade – removes the trade definition and returns you to the Sell
Positions view
• Reset – clears the selections on the Sell Position screen and leaves you on the
Sell Position screen
• Cancel – returns you to the Sell Positions view without saving your trade or
changes
When selling a security, the Sell link changes to an
Edit link for the security. If there are no available
shares to sell then there will be no lonk shown.
Note, at this point the trades are only defined, you
must Process in order to create the trade orders.
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Process Trade
Once you have defined all of your trades, validate the text in the Action Dock is as
expected and then click the Process Trade button to create the trade orders.

After processing the trade(s), the Trade Summary box will appear and you have the
choice of continuing to the blotter to review and approve your trades.
Account Level Trading Cross Model Process
For accounts that hold or are allocated to multiple models, Cross Model Process allows
you to rebalance back to the account’s model allocation percents.

The default view is View by Quantity. Here you can see the securities held, the model
goal percents and the actual percents. View by Value shows the market value of the
shares and unrealized gain/loss information. Trades defined under one view will carry
over to the other view so you can flip between views as you define your trades.
Click on the model checkbox to include the model in the cross model processing event.
At least two models must be selected in order for the Process Models button to be
active.
Note that the Force Rebalance option is not available in account level trading.
Once selections have been made, review the information in the Action Dock and then
click Process Models to perform the cross model rebalancing.
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After processing, the Cross Model Process Summary box will appear and you have the
choice of continuing to the blotter to review and approve your trades.
Account Level Trading Model Process
For accounts that hold or are allocated to at least one model, Model Process allows you
to rebalance back to the model’s goal percents.

The default view is View by Quantity. Here you can see the securities held, the model
goal percents and the actual percents. View by Value shows the market value of the
shares and unrealized gain/loss information. Trades defined under one view will carry
over to the other view so you can flip between views as you define your trades.
Select your allocation method from the drop down. See Model Allocation Methods for
details about the methods available. Click on the model checkbox to include the model
in the model rebalancing event. The allocation method and at least one model must be
selected in order for the Process Models button to be active.
Once selections have been made, review the information in the Action Dock and then
click Process Models to perform the model process.

After processing, the Model Process Summary box will appear and you have the choice
of continuing to the blotter to review and approve your trades.
Account Level Trading Intermodel Transfer
Intermodel transfer allows you to transfer all or some assets and cash from one model
to another model tied to the account.
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The default view is View by Quantity. Here you can see the securities held, the quantity
available to transfer, the model goal percents and the actual percents. View by Value
shows the market value of the shares and unrealized gain/loss information.
Select the model you want to transfer from and click the Define Transfer button to
access the Define Transfer screen.

Model From is populated with your previous selection.
Model To defines the model you want to transfer to.
Expiration Date defaults to one week from current date. This defines the date the asset
transfer will be killed if it was not able to be posted by that date.
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Automatic Transfers, if selected, means the transfer will post as soon as the shares
and/or cash are available. This is a good option to use if you need to place trades to
free up cash in order to complete the transfer, or if you are defining a transfer based on
shares that have not yet settled.
Method defines the method to be used for the transfer. Some methods allow you to
define the Transfer Percent and whether or not to update the model allocation percents.
There are several ways to define a transfer:
•

Specific Amounts – allows you to manually define the specific shares and cash to
transfer on the Securities screen. Click the Securities selection to finish defining
your transfer. By default all securities are selected for transfer, you can deselect
entire securities or change the shares you want to transfer.

•

Transfer % of model in kind based on total shares allows you to define a Transfer
based on a percent of the total shares, even if some shares are pending
settlement. The transfer will take a percent of all cash and securities and transfer
them to the Model To. If needed, you can elect to have the account’s model
allocation percents updated to reduce the From Model’s allocation percent and
increase the To Model’s allocation percent by the percent moved. You can
review the amounts that will be transferred on the Securities screen.
Transfer % of model in kind based on available to transfer allows you to define a
Transfer based on a percent of the currently available shares. The transfer will
take a percent of all currently available cash and securities held and transfer
them to the Model To. Note, because this option only includes available shares,

•
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you cannot elect to have the account’s model allocation percents updated to
reduce the From Model’s allocation percent and increase the To Model’s
allocation percent by the percent moved. You can review the amounts that will
be transferred on the Securities screen.
Transfer % of market value in cash allows you to calculate a cash transfer based
on the percent of the total market value currently held in the From Model. This
cash transfer places a cash demand on the From Model which can be satisfied
by divesting from the model using model processing. If needed, you can elect to
have the account’s model allocation percents updated to reduce the From
Model’s allocation percent and increase the To Model’s allocation percent by the
percent moved. You can review the amounts that will be transferred on the
Securities screen.

The following actions can be taken in the Define Transfer screen:

Post allows you to post the transfer immediately. This will only work if the shares and
cash are already available.
Kill allows you to get rid of a previously defined transfer. Use this option when you no
longer want the transfer to occur.
Reset allows you to set the screen back to its default selections.
Cancel allows you to exit the screen without saving your changes or defining a new
transfer.
Save allows you to save the changes or the new transfer. Unless the Automatic
Transfers option is selected the asset transfer will not be posted. To review defined but
not posted transfers, go to the Blotter screen and select the Intermodel Transfers
option.
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Here you can use the Search and Filter options to find your pending transfers and then
select them to either Kill or Post.
Account Level Trading Tax Harvesting
Tax Harvesting helps an Investment Advisor identify and sell investments with a loss or
gain in order to offset previously realized gains or losses. This module will present tax
lots in various groupings (short- or long-term, gains or losses, by security, etc.) to make
selecting the tax lots easier and to provide feedback on the potential tax consequences
of selling those lots.
Please note Tax Harvesting is available for taxable accounts only. The navigation
options outlined below will not appear for qualified accounts.
Navigation
From a selected account’s Overview page, there is a new Tax Harvest link in the
Additional Actions panel. Click on the link to navigate to the Tax Harvest screens.

Additionally, you can click on the Trading tab in the Account Overview, and from there
you can select the Tax Harvest link.
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Upon arriving on the Tax Harvest screen, you will see a summary of gains and losses,
as well as the account’s positions. Here you can see the tax lots grouped by Security.
This All Positions view reflects all tax lots for each security therefore the total
Gains/Losses could be a mix of gains and losses in individual lots. Clicking the
checkbox for a row in this view will sell all available shares of the selected security.

Selections and Summaries
As you make selections, you will see summarized totals in the Gains and Losses
Overview and the Selected Securities Overview based on the selections.

You can remove selections by unchecking the selected row or by clicking the remove
icon next to the security in the Selected Securities Overview panel. The panel will
immediately reflect changes.
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Note: As you make selections you will notice that the most recently selected
security shows as the first (top) in the list within the Selected Securities
Overview. You may sort the Selected Securities Overview by one of the other
columns; however, if you add another security, it will change the sorting back to
the most recently selected sort order.
NEW When a pending buy or sell exists in the account for a security, Liberty will display
a notification icon ( ) next to the symbol in the All Positions, Harvest Losses and
Harvest Gains views.

If the security is selected to sell, the icon will display in the Selected Securities
Overview.
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Note: The pending trade icon only applies to buys and sells, not to pending
transfers or dividends. Another important item to note is the indicator will not be
applied per trade lot, but instead will apply to the entire position. Because of this,
the pending icon will appear regardless of which trade lot is being viewed.
Changing Views
From this screen, you may look at the data in 3 different ways:
1. All Positions – All positions regardless of whether it is a gain or a loss
2. Losses
3. Gains
You can change how the data is
arranged by selecting one of the radio
buttons above the table
When you select Harvest Gains, your view is limited to only those tax lots that would
incur a gain if sold. You will see the Sell Type (Short-term or Long-term), Symbol,
Name, Shares, Lots, Current Value, and (total) Gains.

When you select Harvest Losses, your view is limited to only those tax lots that would
incur a loss if sold. You will see the Sell Type (Short-term or Long-term), Symbol,
Name, Shares, Lots, Current Value, Disallowed Loss, and (total) Losses.
The disallowed loss is an estimate of the loss that would be disallowed due to wash sale
activity if you were to sell only the lots tied to that row. If you sell both short and longterm losses, then your actual disallowed loss will differ from the estimate. In most cases
the disallowed loss represents the maximum disallowance the investor might incur.
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Starting Over
Once any data is populated or
changed, the Reset button reverts
the page to what it was prior to any
changes being made.
Processing Review
When you have finished making your selections, click the Continue button to see the
Gains and Losses Overview. The table initially groups your selected lots by Model. The
Model Overview panel will display on top, which summarizes totals for the selections by
model.

When a security with a pending trade is selected to sell, the pending trade icon will also
display on the Processing Review page in the Show by Model and the Show by Position
views.

Reinvesting Proceeds of a Tax Harvest Sell
Rather than keeping proceeds of a tax harvest sell in cash, a user can select to reinvest
the proceeds into a single security by selecting the Reinvest Proceeds checkbox on the
Processing Review page.
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Enter the symbol, CUSIP or name and then click the Lookup Security button to see
Last Price, Estimated Proceeds, Estimated Cost and Estimated Shares (or Estimated
Dollars if a mutual fund is selected).
The symbol, CUSIP or name is required if the Reinvest Proceeds checkbox is selected.
If an invalid entry is made, the system will display a “No Match Found” message.
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If multiple matches are found, the system will display a window with additional
information about possible matches.
The system will display error messages for the following scenarios:
If the symbol, CUSIP, or name of a previously harvested security is entered into the
Reinvest Proceeds symbol search field.

If a selected security has a purchase restriction.
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Adjusting Selections
From this screen, you can also make changes; however, they are limited to removing
your selections. As you remove selections, you will see the totals automatically updated
in the overview panels. Use the
for the model.

remove icon next to a row to remove that set of lots

If you need to add more selections, you will need
to go back to the first page. You can do this by
clicking on the “Back” button in the action dock.
Caution! If you use the “Back” button, any changes made on this page will be
lost. The selections will revert to what they had been on the previous page.
Changing Views
The screen initially groups the tax lots by model; however, you can opt to view them
grouped by position.
To change how the data is arranged,
simply select one of the radio buttons
above the table.
Regardless of which view you choose (Show by Model or Show by Position), you can
view the Estimated Proceeds, Adjusted Short-Term Gain/Loss amounts, and Adjusted
Long-Term Gain/Loss amounts.

When you change to view the data by position, the Selected Securities Overview panel
will also change to show selections grouped by security. This will look familiar as it is
the same as the previous page, including the ability to remove selections from the
Overview panel by selecting the remove icon next to the row. If you remove all
selections, you will be returned to the previous page to begin the selection process
again.
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Processing Selections
When you have finished reviewing the
selections and are ready to create trades,
click on the Process button.
A Tax Harvest Process Summary will display the results of the trade creations for your
selections.

From here you can click Done to return to the Tax Harvest screen or click Continue to
Blotter to review the trades just created.
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Pending Transactions
The pending transactions table displays any transactions that are pending completion.
These include pending dividends, distributions and, in certain cases, trades.
The Pending Transactions table can be filtered for all models or individual models. The
default display is for all models.

Blotter
Review, approve, kill or report on trade orders from the Blotter screen. Any action that
creates a trade will offer you the option of continuing on to the Blotter to review the
trades you just created. Going to the blotter directly gives you the opportunity to view
trades based on a variety of filter options.
The Blotter screen also gives you access to Inter-model transfers and other trading
actions.
Blotter Quick Start Guide
The following Quick Start Guide provides the basic information you need to get up and
running with the Blotter in Liberty. Please refer to individual sections for more
information.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Navigate to the Trading Tab, the Blotter is the home screen for trading.
Select to view Trade Orders or Inter-model Transfers
Select your Search and Filter criteria
Click the Trade Order number to view an individual Trade Order
Click the checkbox to select trade orders to Approve or Kill
Click the Blotter Report button to generate Trade Order or Account Level reports
Access Additional Trade Actions from the menu on the right

Blotter Navigation
The Blotter is the main page of the Trading tab. From anywhere in Liberty, click the
Home link in the upper right section of the banner, then select the Trading tab. By
default the Trade Orders option is selected and you will see all recommend trades for
the current date.
Blotter - Trade Orders - Search and Filter
Search defines your primary selection options. By default, the blotter screen searches
for all trades in Recommend status with a trade date or create date that falls on or within
the specified date range. Once you have search results, you can further refine your
view by using the Filter options. The Filter option will never find or display a trade that
was not already in the search results.
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When viewing the blotter, the top of the table shows the number
of trades selected and filtered. In this example, the search
results found 75 trades and the filter limited the results to 3.
You must click the Search button to perform your search. Filter selections are
completed as soon as you make your selections.

Search and Filter provide the following options:
Status – allows you to search based on the status of the trade. Status options include
Recommend, Approved, Executed, Killed, Posted, Review, Settled, and View RCMND.
Select All Statuses if you do not wish to limit your results by status.
Date Range – allows you to search for trades based on their trade date or creation date.
Your results will always include any trade with a trade date or creation date that is on or
within the dates selected.
Text Search – allows you to search based on text you enter. Most commonly used to
search for a specific symbol, this search is performed on all columns displayed in the
Blotter and will return any trade where the typed in string matches information being
displayed. The text search is not case sensitive and number searches do not need to
contain dollar signs and commas unless you want them to be part of your search. For
example, if you are looking for a certain dollar amount that starts with 10, you should
enter $10 to limit your results to positive and negative dollar values that begin with $10.
If you enter the number without the $ dollar-sign, then your search results will include
any number that includes ‘10’, either in dollars or shares. Searching can be performed
for multiple symbols at one time by separating each symbol by a semi-colon : Symbol
A; Symbol B; Symbol C, etc.
Models – the models dropdown will display all models related to the trades in your
search results. Select a model to filter your results down to those in the selected model.
Instructions – the instructions dropdown will display all instructions related to the trades
in your search results. Select an instruction to filter your results down to those that
match the selected instruction.
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Security Types – the security types dropdown will display those security types
represented in your search results. Please note that for ease of use, the security types
drop-down groups similar types of securities together. For example, Mutual Funds
include both mutual funds and money markets. Equities include both stocks and ETFs.
Blotter Trade Orders – Change Routing Method
The default routing method can be changed directly on the Blotter by selecting the
appropriate method from the routing method dropdown.

The routing method indicates how the trade will be placed in the market. The
Investment Advisor determines the authorized routing methods for their firm. Routing
methods include:
•
•
•
•

Standard: Routing method for mutual funds.
Electronic: Routing method for equity trades.
TCA Desk: Manual routing method for equity trades.
Managed Electronic: Routing method for equity trades. Allows the IA to approve
an equity trade without releasing the entire trade to market so that the trade can
be released in pieces while ensuring the participating investors receive the same
average execution price. Managed Electronic trades are limited to Day Orders
only. Note: When approving a trade with Managed Electronic as the selected
routing method, the trade will not be executed until additional trade information is
completed in the Order Queue.

Note: The routing dropdown will be disabled if there if only one option available for the
security type being traded, e.g. Mutual funds
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Blotter Trade Orders – Trade Orders Created by an Account Termination
Liberty offers the ability to easily see recommended trades that have been created by
an account termination. These trade orders will be indicated with a
icon next to the
Trade Order #.

This indicator will also be displayed in the Trade Order Details dialog box.
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Blotter Trade Orders - Wash Sale Information
Liberty offers the ability to see if recommended trades have the potential to incur a wash
sale if executed. To see this information, select the Check for Wash Sale Potential
checkbox in the Filter area on the Trade Blotter screen.

A new column will display the potential wash sale amounts for each trade order.

This potential wash sale amount will also display on the Trade Order details screen.

To see a further breakdown of which accounts may incur a wash sale, select the
Account Details radio button on the Trade Order.
Note: Liberty will display Potential Wash Sale Amounts on each account shown in the
Trade Order Accounts View, regardless of whether the checkbox is selected on the
Trade Blotter.
From this screen, you can Approve or Kill the trade, remove single accounts from the
trade by selecting the Remove Accounts button or select the Remove All with Wash
Sale Alerts button to remove all accounts with wash sale potential from the trade.
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Caution! Potential wash sale amounts are estimates only and the actual wash sale
amounts may vary from these figures.
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Blotter - Trade Orders – Recalculate Potential Gains/Losses
Liberty offers the ability to view the potential gain/loss on trades coupled with the ability
to make changes to the quantity or shares and see the updated gain/loss information
(resulting from those changes).

When the share quantity is changed, the potential short or term gain or loss is
recalculated to reflect the new share quantity.
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Once the Trade Order has been saved, click Return to Trade to view the updated
potential short or long term gain or loss.

This functionality applies to taxable accounts only. Tax deferred accounts included in
the trade will display N/A for Potential Short and Long Term Gain/Loss Amounts.

Securities held for less than 12 months are considered short term. Those held for over
12 months are considered long term.
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Blotter - Trade Orders - Short Term Redemption Fees
Liberty offers the option to identify and reduce or remove accounts subject to Short
Term Redemption Fees (STRF), allowing you to more effectively manage STRF
impacts.
Caution! Shares subject to short term redemption fees are estimates only and the actual
shares charged may vary from these figures.
The Reduce/Remove option appears in the Trade Blotter screen if there are shares
subject to STRF in the trade.

The columns display the potential number of shares subject to STRF as well as the
instructions:
•
•
•

Accept – processes the trade as is.
Reduce – reduce the number of shares to exclude those subject to STRF.
Remove – removes the account(s) subject to STRF from the trade.

Once the instructions have been selected, there will be a message confirming that
the STRF instructions have been saved:
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The Trade Processing Summary will reflect any changes made to shares subject to
STRF:

Blotter - Trade Orders - View Details
Click on the Trade Order # to view the Trade Order Details. See the Trade Order in
Account Level Trading for more information.
Blotter - Trade Orders - Actions
Select one or more Trade Orders in the Blotter to perform certain actions. Select All
Trade Orders in your selection by clicking on the All box in the Trade Order column
headers. The All checkbox will select or deselect all Trade Orders that fit your Select
and Filter criteria, even if there are multiple pages. Individual selections or deselections can be made by clicking the box to the left of an individual trade order.
A summary of your selections will appear in the Action Dock:
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NEW! Approve Trades
Caution! Approving a trade order means the trade is ready to be sent for execution.
Trade approvals cannot typically be undone so be sure that you are ready to execute
the trade prior to approving.
Trades at Recommend status are eligible for approval. After selecting Trade Orders to
act upon, review the summary information to make sure your selections are as expected
and then click the Approve button to approve your trades. In cases when there are
large numbers of trades being approved, you will see real-time feedback on the status
of each trade, as well as progress indicators for the entire batch of trades being
approved within the Trade Processing Summary. If the trades are processed quickly,
you will not see the progress bar; however, you will still see a list of the trades, the
status of each trade and any Messages or Alerts.

Once approved, trades will be sent to market for execution. Electronic equity trades get
sent to market immediately. Unless the electronic equity trade has special instructions
defined, they will be executed immediately. Mutual fund trades are sent for execution at
various times throughout the day depending on the closing time of the mutual fund.
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Future Dated Trades
Trades created during the market day are typically created with the
current date as the trade date. However, trade building actions can
result in a trade being created for a future date. These trades appear in the blotter with
a calendar icon to the right of the trade date.
Future dated trades occur when the cash needed to complete a buy settles beyond the
trade date for the sell. For example, model rebalancing may sell a stock with a t+3
settle date and then create a future dated buy to invest the proceeds into a mutual fund
with a t+1 settle date.
Future dated trades also occur when trades are created after market close or on days
when the market is not open. Since the trade cannot be placed on the current date, the
trade date is moved to the next available trade date.
Kill Trades
Caution! Killing a trade order means the trade is no longer eligible to be sent for
execution and it will be removed from all accounts participating in the trade. Killing a
trade cannot typically be undone, so be sure you want to kill the selected trades prior to
proceeding.
Trades at Recommend status are eligible to be killed. After selecting Trade Orders to
act upon, review the summary information to make sure your selections are as expected
and then click the Kill button to kill your trades and remove them from the accounts.
Trades for the current trade date that are left in Recommend status overnight will
automatically be killed prior to market open the next morning.
Edit Special Instructions
Equity and ETF trades at Recommend status can have special instructions defined that
govern how a trade should be executed. From the Blotter screen you can define special
instructions for multiple trade orders at the same time. In order for the Special
Instructions button to be available, your selection:
•
•
•

Must only contain Recommend status Equity trades
Must have the same Instruction (Buy or Sell) for all selected trades
May contain multiple securities, however, multiple securities will limit the Special
Instruction options available

Refer to Special Instructions for more information.
Export Data
As with all tables in Liberty, you can click on the Export data link to export the contents
to a file. The data export will include all trades in your blotter based on your search and
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filter selections. If there are more trades than can be displayed in the blotter on a single
page, the export will include rows from all pages.
Blotter - Trade Orders - Report
The Blotter Report is accessed directly from the Trade Blotter. The report provides
investment advisors the ability to create and save multiple customized trade reports
based on the trade orders currently displayed on the Trade Blotter.

Begin by searching for the Trade Orders you want to include on the report. Use the
Blotter Search and Filter options to limit the trade orders to those you want to include in
your report. There is no need to click the checkbox to have the Trade Order included
on the blotter report, these selections will be made on the Blotter Report screen. Simply
click the Blotter Report button.
Click on the Blotter Report button in the action bar to proceed to the Blotter Report
screen.
The Trade Blotter Report selection screen allows for further filtering and refinement of
the trade orders for inclusion in the Blotter Report, if desired. Note that all Trade Orders
are automatically checked for inclusion on the report.
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A summary of the requested trade orders to appear in the report appears in the action
bar as “[number of] Trade Orders with [number of] Accounts selected”
Once the selection has been defined, click on “Generate Report” to define Blotter
Report options, or alternately click on “Return to Trade Blotter” to leave the screen
without generating a report.
Trade Blotter Report Options

There are two reports available for the selected Trade Orders:
Trade Order: This is the default option and will display information on the selected trade
orders including the Model, Instruction, Security, Cash, and Shares sorted by Trade
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Order number. Check the Include Account Details box to the right or Trade Order to
include account level details in the report. The information in this report is sorted by
Trade Order.
Account: This report will display information sorted by account with summaries for
Buys, Sells and Exchanges. If the option to include Trade Details is checked then the
report will include information for each trade the account participates in after the
summary per account.
The default output file format is Portable Document Format (PDF). The report may also
be generated in standard Excel spreadsheet format.
Select the Separate files for each report checkbox if you want a separate file for the
Trade Order and Account versions of the report. This option is only available if more
than one report was requested.
Upon clicking “Create Reports”, a confirmation message will appear indicating that
report is being processed. Due to the potential size of these reports, they will be
delivered to Completed Outputs.

Clicking on the “view completed reports” link will open the “Completed Outputs” page,
where the Blotter Report can be retrieved.
Retrieving the Report
Once generated, the Blotter Report can be retrieved from the Completed Outputs under
the Documents tab. Note that the name of the report indicates if it is by Account or by
Trade.
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The report can be opened by clicking on the Output Title. Below are samples of each
report combination.
Sample Trade report with no account details:

Sample Trade report with account details:

Sample report by Account with no trade details:
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Sample report by Account with trade details:

Blotter - Additional Trade Actions – Trade Order
The additional trade actions menu allows you to access less commonly used trading
functions.
Trade Order allows you to create a new trade order manually. If you want to define a
trade order for a single account you might find one of the Account Level Trading options
easier to use. Once you click on the Trade Order link you are presented with an option
to view an existing trade order or to create a new one. The view option is helpful when
you know what trade order you want to view. You can enter the trade order number to
get to it directly rather than having to use the blotter search functions.
If you need to create a new trade order then click on the Create a New Trade Order
button. You will be taken to the Trade Order screen where you can define what you
want to trade.
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Select the instructions, trade date, model, security and routing method and then click on
the Accounts option to define which accounts should participate in the trade.
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Search for accounts using the account id or part of the investor’s name.
Note: The search here will not limit your results to only those that hold cash or shares in
the model, however, you will be restricted from adding accounts to the trade order if
they have insufficient available cash or shares. Available cash excludes cash being
reserved to meet the required minimum cash requirements.
Click the

symbol to add the account to the Selected Accounts to Add to Trade table.

Click the

symbol to remove accounts from the table.

Once all of your selections are made you can define the cash or shares to be traded for
each account.

You must click the Save button associated with the Selected Accounts to Trade table to
save your entries. Once saved the selected accounts are shown.

You can click on the Add Account(s) link to add or remove accounts.
Once your instructions and accounts are defined you can Save the trade order, which
will place it in the blotter at recommend status for review and approval later.
Alternatively, you can Approve the trade order to immediately approve the trade so it
can be sent for execution. Either action takes you to the Trade results screen so you
can see if the trade was successfully created or approved.
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Blotter - Additional Trade Actions – Intermodel Transfer
The Intermodel Transfer option allows you to define an intermodel transfer for a single
account. Defining an intermodel transfer from this screen is almost identical to defining
a transfer from the Account Level Trading Intermodel Transfer area, the only difference
being that you have to select the account you want to place the transfer in.
Blotter - Additional Trade Actions – Securities
The securities option allows you to search for and view security information. This is the
same security search and view functionality accessed from all of the trading screens.

Enter the symbol, cusip at least three characters of the security name in the search box
to find matching securities. Matches are displayed in the table beneath the search.
Click the button next to the match to view the security details.
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The bottom half of the security details screen includes a pricing history where you can
select to view prices for timeframes up to one year.
Click the Close button to close the screen and return to the Blotter.
Blotter for Intermodel Transfers
Inter-model transfers allow you to transfer cash and securities from one model to
another model within the same account. From the Blotter screen you can select the
Intermodel Transfers option to view open intermodel transfers. These transfers could
have been created manually, from a generate transfers request or from cross model
processing. The Intermodel Transfers blotter allows you to post or kill transfers.
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Search and Filter
By default, the transfers blotter displays transfers created on the current date. Change
the date range to view older transfers.
Once a set of transfers is displayed, use the Filter option to further refine the items. The
From Model drop-down will list all from models included in the search results. The To
Model dropdown will list all models being transferred to in the current search results.
The source drop-down lists all sources of transfers. A source is typically a cross model
or generate transfer action. This allows you to easily retrieve the set of transfers
pertaining to a particular event. The text box allows you to enter free-form text or
numbers to limit the view to those rows that contain the entered text.
View Details
Click on the Transfer Number to view the details of the transfer. Refer to Account Level
Trading Intermodel Transfers for more information about what you can do from the
Transfer Details screen.
Intermodel Blotter Actions
Select all of the intermodel transfers by checking the All checkbox in the column header.
Select or de-select individual asset transfers by checking the box to the left of the
transfer number. Once you have selected the transfers to act on, select either the Kill
Selected Transfers button to remove the transfer or Post Selected Transfers button to
complete the transfer. Please note that these actions cannot be undone so verify your
selections before proceeding.
Export Data
As with all tables in Liberty, you can click on the Export data link to export the contents
to a file. The data export will include all transfers in your blotter based on your search
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and filter selections. If there are more transfers than can be displayed in the blotter on a
single page, the export will include rows from all pages.

Order Queue
All open and current equity orders that have been approved may be viewed from the
Order Queue.
Order Queue Quick Start Guide
The following Quick Start Guide provides the basic information you need to get up and
running with the Order Queue in Liberty. Please refer to individual sections for more
information.
1. Navigate to the Trading tab and select the order queue link to display all open
orders
2. Click on an order to view details
3. Modify an order by updating the number of shares ordered.
4. Cancel an order by selecting the cancel button at the bottom of the details page
Order Queue Navigation
From the Trading tab, select the Order Queue link to display a list of all open orders.
The equity orders will be displayed in descending order based on the time that they
were last updated.

Some text fields are truncated in order to maximize the amount of orders that can be
displayed without having to scroll. The full text can be displayed by hovering over the
text in question, and standard export functionality displays full length text.
The Order Queue contains a table of Buy Orders, Sell Orders, and a section containing
Order Details.
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The Order Queue table offers standard Liberty sort functionality.
Order Queue - Viewing
Click to highlight an order in either the Buy Orders or Sell Orders section to display the
details in the Order Detail section located on the right-hand side of the screen.
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Order Queue Refresh Options
The screen will automatically refresh every 30 seconds with updated information from
Liberty’s host system. Additionally, the frequency for the refresh timer may be turned off
by de-selecting the Automatic box found in the Refresh Timer Options section. You may
adjust the refresh timer by choosing a new time from the Frequency drop-down menu

Order Queue Order Detail
To view an Order Detail,
select the trade on the
table using the radio
button on the left. The
Order Detail for the
selected order will display
in the information panel on
the right.
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Order Queue Search and Filter
The list of orders in displayed the Order Queue can be reduced by using various search
& filter options.
Order Queue Search
You can search for specific orders by either using text search and/or Trade Status.

Trade Status can be searched by:
•
•

Open - Equity orders that have not been executed. Note: This includes those
orders that have been completed within the last hour.
Current - Current Trades are open equity orders regardless of when they were
filled, settled, canceled, or expired.

The text search can search on any of the following values:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Instruction
Symbol
Security Name
Price
Shares Ordered
Shares Filled

•
•
•
•
•

Shares Open
Average Price
Special Instructions
Model
Date of Last Update

Order Queue Filter
Results can be further refined by using the Filter options

The Order Queue can be filtered by:
•

•
•

Instructions:
o Buy
o Sell
Routing Methods:*
Models: The initial view displays orders that affect all models. Select the desired
model from the Model drop-down list.

* The initial view displays all routing methods for placing the trades in the market. The
Investment Advisor determines the authorized routing methods for their firm.
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NEW! Order Queue – Sort Options
The Queue can be sorted a single or multi-level values:
To sort on a single value, click on any column title by which you want to sort: The
example below has been sorted by Routing Method:

To sort on multiple values, select the appropriate combination from the Sort dropdown:

The available multi-level sort combinations are:
•
•
•
•
•

Last Update, Instruction (default)
Approved By, Symbol, Instruction
Approved By, Instruction, Symbol
Symbol, Approved By, Instruction
Symbol, Instruction, Approved By,
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Order Queue - Modify an Open Order
Only electronically routed equity orders may be modified from the Order Queue.
Click on the order you wish to
modify. In the Order Details
section, you may update the
number of Shares ordered.
Once the share amounts have
been modified, the Order
Details section will populate
after the updates have been
saved.
Additionally, if Special
Instructions have been defined,
you may modify the Order
Type, Duration, Limit Price,
Stop Limit Price, Expiration
Date, Special Condition.

The display is automatically refreshed with the most recent information from Liberty.
Once you are satisfied with the modifications to the order, select the Save button. The
new order will reflect a Pending Replace status, & you will receive a confirmation
message:
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Caution! A modified order may or may not be acted upon by Trust Company of America
depending upon external processes acting upon the order.
The modifiable statuses for Electronic orders are:
•
•
•

New
Partial Fill
Partial Replace

•
•

Pending Market Open
Acknowledged

Order Queue - Cancel an Open Order
Click on the order you wish to cancel and
select the Cancel Order button located in
the Order Detail section. You will be
prompted to confirm the cancellation. Next,
click on the Yes, to receive an online
confirmation of the cancellation.

Upon clicking Yes, you will receive a
confirmation message:

Once confirmed, the order status will reflect
a Canceled status.

Caution! A canceled order may or may not be acted upon by Trust Company depending
upon external processes acting upon the order. However, an order may be partially
filled and reflect a Canceled status because the portion of the order that is not canceled
posts to the underlying accounts. A not held order can be cancelled if the order is
electronic and has been approved but not yet filled.
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CAM Consolidated Asset Management
The Consolidated Asset Management view shows your total assets under management
across all models at TCA. This screen also allows the user to define and process block
trades for a security across multiple models or create block trades for multiple securities
at one time.
Note: All block trades created from CAM will include all eligible accounts. You will not
be able to select specific accounts for trading from CAM. If you need to create block
trades for a subset of the eligible accounts then navigate to the Block Trading option.
•

•

•
•

When processing block trades through Consolidated Asset Management, the
user will not be able to limit accounts or choose a subset of accounts that can
participate in the trade.
For Investment Advisors with multiple traders, block trading and model
processing can occur at the same time and are processed on a first come first
serve basis.
Account-level flags will be honored (sell/hold flags at account and model levels).
Modification to model allocations is not available in the Consolidated Asset
Management screen.
Caution! Model Tactics have not been incorporated into the CAM trading feature.
If your firm uses model tactics please continue to use the Block Trading function
to complete your trades.

CAM Consolidated Asset Management Quick Start Guide
The following Quick Start Guide provides the basic information you need to get up and
running with CAM Trading within Liberty. Please refer to individual sections for more
information.
1. Navigate to the CAM Trading area by selecting the Trading Tab and then clicking
on the Consolidated Asset Management link.
2. Select how you want to view CAM: by Model/Security or by Security/Model.
3. Add securities to one or more model at a time.
4. Click the Edit button to create trades.
5. Click the Trade link to define trades for a Security or Model.
6. Click the Process Trades button to create block trades based on the instructions
entered.
7. From the Consolidated Asset Management Process Results screen you can
access the blotter to review and approve your trades.
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CAM Consolidated Asset Management Navigation
Navigate to the Consolidated Asset Management screen by selecting the Trading tab
and then the Consolidated Asset Management link.

CAM Consolidated Asset Management View

Total Value reflects the value of securities and the full amount of posted cash. Each
model reflects only the value of the securities (cash is not reflected). Therefore, the sum
of the model values may not match the Total Value figure.
View by Model/Security lists models with their security holdings listed under each
model.
View by Security/Model lists securities alphabetically with model level holdings under
each security.
Refresh timer allows you to select the refresh frequency or de-select the checkbox to
prevent the screen from automatically refreshing.
View By Shares displays the Security, Model, Symbol, Shares Available, Shares
Ordered, Shares Filled and Shares Open
View By Value displays the Security, Model, Symbol, Market Value, Price, Goal % and
Potential %
View Trade Details displays the Security, Model, Symbol, Trade Instruction and Portion
to Trade. This view is only populated when in Edit mode and trades have been defined.
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Note: Alternate Security groups will be normalized in this view and the group will not be
displayed. Therefore, if you have a group and there are three securities held that satisfy
that group, each security will be listed separately and the goal percent for each will be a
repeat of the goal for that group.
CAM Add Security

When in view mode in the CAM screen you can add a new security to one or more
models. Add securities to your models before editing in the CAM screen to enable
block buy trades to be created from CAM. Click the Add Securities button, search for
the security you would like to add and then click the
next to the models to be
updated. Click Save to update your models.
CAM Block Trading
To define trades using the CAM screen, select to view your holdings either By Model or
by Security (you cannot change this view once in Edit mode) and then click the Edit
button in the Action Dock. While in edit mode you can still select view by shares, value
or trade details.
Global Trade Instructions can be used to define trades across all models. The Sell All
Funds selection will set all mutual funds to sell 100%. The Sell All Equities selection will
set all equities to sell 100%. Selecting these options will override any existing manually
entered instructions in the CAM screen. After Global Trade Instructions have been set
you can manually change/edit individual instructions by clicking on the Edit link in the far
right column of the table.
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CAM Defining Trades
If you are viewing by Model/Security you will be able to enter trade instructions for a
given model, impacting multiple securities at one time. Click on the Trade Model link to
access the Edit Trade Instructions screen. There you can select to Sell All which will
sell 100% of all securities held in the model.

If you are viewing by Security/Model you will be able to enter trade instructions for a
given security across multiple models at one time. Click on the Trade Security link to
access the Edit Trade Instructions screen. There you can select from several trade
instructions and apply those instructions to one or more of the models that hold the
selected security.
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In either view, you have the option to click on the Trade link to access the Define Trade
screen where you can enter trade instructions for a single security in a single model at a
time.
Depending on the selected trade instruction, you may be prompted to fill in the Portion
to Trade. The Portion to Trade defines the Specific Shares, Specific Dollars or Percent
to use to fulfill the trade instructions.
Buy Spread Methods
•
•
•

Buy Specific Shares - Only allowed for equity trades. In the Portion to Trade
field, enter the total share amount that will be spread among all of the accounts
participating in the block buy.
Buy Specific Dollars - Only allowed for mutual fund trades. In the Portion to
Trade field, enter the total dollar amount that will be spread among all of the
accounts participating in the block buy.
Buy to Goal % - In the Portion to Trade field, enter the desired goal percent
you would like to achieve by placing the buy. Accounts that hold less than the
goal percent will buy up to the defined goal. Accounts that hold more than the
goal will not be traded.

Sell Spread Methods
•
•
•
•

Sell All: When selected, the Portion to Trade will auto-populate with all
available shares.
Sell Specific Shares: In the Portion to Trade field, enter the total share
amount that will be sold from all of the accounts participating in the block sell.
Sell Specific Dollars: Only allowed for mutual fund trades. In the Portion to
Trade field, enter the total dollar amount that will be sold from all of the accounts
participating in the block sell.
Sell to Goal %: In the Portion to Trade field, enter the desired goal percent you
would like to achieve by placing the sell. Accounts that hold more than the goal
percent will sell down to the defined goal. Accounts that hold less than the goal
will not be traded.
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Update: After selecting a Trade Instruction click the Update button to update the
CAM view with this instruction. Clicking Update will close the Edit/Define trade
windows and return the user to the CAM screen. Note that the trade is not fully
defined until the entire CAM screen is processed.
Remove Trade: Allows you to remove a previously defined trade. After
selecting Remove Trade the user is returned to the CAM screen.
Reset: Removes any changes made leaving the user on the Edit/Define trade
window so they can make new changes.
Cancel: Cancel closed the Edit/Define trade window without making any
changes. The user is returned to the CAM screen where they can continue to
make changes.
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CAM Processing Trades
Once you have defined your trades, review the information displayed in the Action Dock
to make sure it is as expected, then click the Process Trades button to create block
trades for each of your instructions. If you do not want to process your trades click
Reset and all trade instructions will be removed and you will be returned to view only
mode.

If you are processing a large number of trades you may see progress messages before
you go to the CAM Process Results screen.
CAM Process Results
Once processing is complete the Consolidated Asset Management Processing Results
screen will be displayed. Be sure to review the messages and alerts for important
information.
• Alerts – include critical
information that prevented the
completion of a block trade action.
Alerts impact all accounts and typically
indicate that you will want to resubmit
your request to get the desired results.
• Messages – include
informational messages regarding the
trades created. These include
messages about fund rules, individual
accounts excluded from the trades and
potential short term redemption fees.
•
•

•

Completed – indicates the number of trade orders recommended based on the
CAM trade instructions processed.
Continue to Blotter – takes the user directly to the Trade Blotter where they can
review and approve or kill the recommended trades. See Liberty on-line Help
under Professionals View – Trading Tab for more information.
Done – returns user to the CAM screen where you can define additional trades.
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Models
The Models screen allows you to trade multiple models at a time. From the Models screen you
can also access individual models by clicking on the name of the model you wish to view.

Models Quick Start Guide
For those familiar with Model Processing, the following Quick Start Guide provides the
basic information you need to get up and running with Model Processing on Liberty.
Please refer to individual sections for more information.
1. Navigate to Models by clicking on the Trading tab and selecting the Models link.
To go to an individual Model, click on the Model Name of the model you want to
view.
2. From the Models screen you can trade multiple models at a time. See Defining
Multiple Models to Process for more details.
3. The individual Model screen displays summary information for the selected
model. See Model Screen Overview for more details.
4. From either the Models or individual Model screens you can Create a New Model
by selecting the Create Model button.
5. Modify an existing model by selecting a model from Models screen and clicking
the Edit Model Details button located at the bottom of the Model Details table.
6. When viewing an individual model, select accounts to include in model
processing in the Select Accounts area, or default to processing all accounts.
7. Process an individual model by selecting your Processing Option from the dropdown and selecting the Process Model button in the Action Dock.
Models Navigation

To navigate to Models, select the Trading tab and then the Models link. The appearance
and available options may vary depending on your role.
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Models – Defining Multiple Models to Process
The models page will display a list of all models available to process. Models can be
selected for processing by clicking on the checkbox to the left of the model ID. To look
at the details of an individual model, click on the model name.
After the models that need
to be processed have been
selected, the Allocation
Method needs to be
specified. A method can be
applied to all models being
processed by selecting it
from the table header dropdown selection. Individual
models can be updated by
specifying the method for
each model. The methods
available are:
Balance - searches for accounts that are not within the target goal percentage defined
in the model
Invest All Available Funds - searches for accounts with excess cash and reinvests in
all securities held based on goal percentages
Divest Proportionately - sells a portion of all securities based on actual percents of the
holdings
Invest to Goal % - invests available cash into the most under invested securities first to
make accounts more in balance with the model
Divest to Goal % - sells securities that are over-allocated first in order to generate cash
After setting Allocation Methods, select a named account list from the drop-down to
specify the list of accounts to participate in the model trades. Lists can be applied to all
models being processed by selecting from the table header drop-down selection.
Individual models can be updated by specifying the Account List for each model. If an
account list is not selected, all eligible accounts in the included models will
participate in the trades.
If any accounts have already been saved to the model, the number of accounts will be
shown in the # Accts column. These models will need to be processed individually.
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Models - Multiple Model Processing – Process Trades
Once all criteria
have been specified
and the models are
ready to be
processed, the total
number of models to
be processed will be
displayed on the
Action Dock. Click
the Process button
to create trades.
A dialog will appear that shows the status of all models being processed. A bar on the
top of the dialog will show the percentage completion and a table below will show the
status of each model. This includes any errors that need to be addressed and the total
number of trades created. At any point, click the Stop button to interrupt trade
processing.
Once processing is complete, the messages presented
can be exported. As a best practice, it is
recommended that exporting the results of processing
is always done.
To review and approve trades, click the Continue to
Blotter button.
Models – Individual Model Management and Processing
The Models screen is where you can view, manage and trade your models one at a
time. From here you can also access other information about your model, such as
pending events and TWR information.
Models - Screen Layout
There are several areas within the screen that allow you to view information and
perform certain actions. The following table gives a quick look at the different areas
and, where appropriate, you can click on the area name to link to the specific section of
this documentation that describes the area in full detail. Locate the numbers on the
model screen to see which area is being described.
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2.
3.
4.
5.

Area Name
Select Model
Edit Icon
Model Summary
Trade and Reporting Rules
Processing Options

6.
7.

Model Details
View Security Details

8.

Lock

9.

Page Selector

10. Edit Model Details
11. Select Accounts – Basic
12. Select Accounts – Advanced
13. Select Accounts - Filter
14. Results Table
15. Select Table
16. Create New Model & Process
Model
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Description
Use the selections drop-down to select a model
Allows you to edit the model name and abbreviation
Displays total values across all holders within the model
Displays NTF model setting and if excluded from performance calculations
Use the processing options drop-down to select which model processing action you
want to use
Displays the securities associated with the model and a summary of locked securities
Click on View Details for a security to see more information about what is held within
the model.
Check the checkbox to Lock a security. This can also be set in the Edit Model Details
section
Use the page selector to view additional securities in the model when there are more
than 10 securities defined
Click the edit model details button to make changes to the model.
If not processing all accounts within the model, use the search to select accounts to
include in the model processing event
Use the Advanced link to show additional search options
Use Filter to refine your search results to make it easier to select accounts to include
in the model processing event
Displays the accounts that match your search and filter selections
Displays the accounts that you have selected to process that match your search and
filter selections.
The Action Bar contains Create New Model and Process Model action buttons. The
Action Bar area will also contain messages depending on what actions you are taking.
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Models - Create New Model
Click Create New Model in the Action Bar to create a new model.

The Modify Model Details screen will be presented. Complete the following fields for
the new model:
•

Name – Required - Enter the name of your new model.

•

Abbreviation – Required - Enter the abbreviation to be used for your new model.
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Model Details – Required – Select the securities for your new model.
o At least one security must be defined and the sum of all goal percents
must equal 100% before you can save the model. Note that the save
button will be active even if no securities are defined, however, clicking
save will leave user on the Modify Model Details screen without saving the
record.
o Use the Add Securities button to search and select securities to add to
the model. (see details in the Add Securities section)
o Enter the Goal Percent related to the added security.


The goal percent must be between 0 and 100%, inclusive, with up
to 2 decimals.



The total goal percent defined in the model is displayed at the
bottom of the screen and must total 100% before saving is allowed.

o Enter the Deviation Percent


The Deviation Percent must be between 0 and the goal percent,
inclusive, with up to 2 decimals.

o Check the Lock checkbox if you want the security to be locked for model
processing. Note, this is not typically checked when creating a new
model.
o Click on the
button to remove a security from the model. This button is
only active if the Current and Potential percents are both zero.
o When all required information has been entered, the red message box at
the top of the page will go away and you are ready to Save your model.
Models - Create New Model Action Buttons
At the bottom of the screen you have the following options:
Save – saves your new model. All required fields must be populated in order to activate
this action. If the save is successful you will be viewing your model on the model
screen and will see this message:
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Reset – clears all information you have entered so you can start over with entering your
new model. Caution! Using this option means your changes will not be saved.
Cancel – allows you to cancel the creation of the new model and exits the Modify Model
Details screen without saving your new model. Caution! Using this option means your
changes will not be saved.
Models - Add Securities
You may add securities from the Modify Model Details screen accessible when creating
or editing a model. Clicking on the Add Securities button presents the security search
box:

Search – Enter the security Symbol, Cusip or part of the name to search for the
security. Hit Enter or click on the Search button to find securities that match your
request.
Note that Liberty automatically searches against TCA’s entire inventory of securities, not
just those you may have used in the past.
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Search results display Symbol, Cusip and Name. Click on View Details to see the
security’s price history and related information. You can reduce the price history
timeframe by selecting an option from the Timeframe selector.
25 results are shown at a time, click on the page numbers at the bottom of the select list
to see additional matches.
Click the check box to the left of the security symbol to select one or more securities to
add to your model.
Due to the amount of information displayed, you will likely need to scroll down to gain
access to the action buttons.
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Models - Add Securities Action Buttons
Add Selected & Search More – This option allows you to add the security to your
model and then execute a new search to add additional securities.
Add Selected and Edit Details – This option allows you to add the security to the
model and then go directly to the Modify Model Details screen where you can assign
goal and deviation percents to the securities in the model.
Note the checkbox must be checked in order for the security to be added to the model.
If no securities are checked, clicking either of the Add Selected options will not add
anything to the model.
Cancel – exits the search screen without adding any securities to your model.
Models - View Model Information
After viewing a model, you can easily switch to another model by using the drop-down
to select another model to view.
Select Model Dropdown

The Select Model drop-down box contains all
models you have access to. Select a model from
the list to show it in the model screen. Once a
model is selected you can view, edit or process
the model.

If the model has special rules associated with it, information will appear to the right of
the model name and abbreviation. For example, if you selected a subordinate model
you would see the following:
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Models - Model Summary
Displays the following information for the selected model:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Total Cash: Summary value containing the current cash in the model across ALL
accounts
Pending Cash: Summary value for the model of how much cash is pending from
sells and buys of ALL securities held in the model
Total Potential Cash: Summary value for the model of Current Cash and
Pending Cash
Cost Basis: The cost value for the model of all securities in the model
EXCLUDING cash
Market Value: Value of ALL security holdings in the model EXCLUDING cash.
Values calculated using 20-minute delayed price, if available, or most recent
closing price.
Total Value: Total market value and total cash

Models - Trade and Reporting Rules
Displays the following information for the selected model:
•
•

NTF Model: Displays ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to indicate whether or not the selected model is
coded to participate on the No Transaction Fee (NTF) platform.
Exclude from TWR: Displays ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to indicate whether the selected model
is excluded from Time Weighted Return (TWR) calculations.
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Models - Model Details
The Model Details table lists the securities tied to the model.

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lock: Used to Lock/Unlock securities from buying or selling during model
processing.
Group: The Group column will appear only if the investment advisor has the
appropriate permissions and at least one security group has been created for
the model. An icon will appear in the Group column to indicate any item that is
a security group. Currently, groups can only be displayed in Liberty, not
created.
Symbol: Security Symbol
Security Name: Security Name
Goal %: The target percent the security holding should represent of the
model. After defining all the securities on the grid, the Goal Percent column
must equal 100%.
Deviation %: Defines how much a security may deviate from the Goal % and
still be considered in balance. The deviation value can be set between 0%
and the goal percent.
Current %: Reflects the actual percentage of the model represented by the
security.
Potential %: Reflects the potential percentage of the model represented by
the security after taking into account the current shares and pending shares.
Export Data: Use the Export data link to export the model details as a
comma separated (csv), pdf or excel file.

Page Selector
If the model has more than 10 securities tied to it, then the user will see the page
selector at the bottom of the Model Details display. Select a specific page number or
browse through the pages using the right and left arrows.
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Models - View Security Details
Click on the View Details link to view additional information about the security tied to the
model.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Current Shares - Defines the total number of shares of a security that are
currently held in the model
Pending Shares - Defines how many shares of a selected security are
currently pending sells and buys within the model
Potential Shares - Defines how many shares will be held for a security taking
into consideration current shares and pending shares
Pending Cash – Defines the amount of cash pending related to the sale or
purchase of the security. For the Cash security, this represents non-trade
related pending cash
Cost Basis - Defines the total current cost basis of a security within the
model
Market Value - Contains the current market value of a security within the
model
Potential Market Value - Contains the potential market value of a security
within the model taking into consideration the current shares and pending
shares
Last Price - Displays the price of the security as of previous night's close.

Note that the Security Details will say ‘n/a’ if you are viewing a security group. Security
groups are denoted by the group symbol following the name.

Create Report
Select the Create Report button in the Action Dock to print a report that displays
security and group summary and detail information.
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The report will print the data that is currently displayed. If selections on the screen are
changed, running a new report will show the new data.
Models - View Holders
From the Security Details screen you can select the View Holders button to view all
accounts holding the selected security in the model being viewed.

Use the Sell Selected Positions button to create sells for one or more accounts. By
default all accounts are selected to participate in the sell trade. You may exclude
accounts from selling by de-selecting the check-box on the far left of the table. Note
that sells created from this screen will always be for 100% of the available shares for
the selected accounts.
Models - Block Trading
When viewing the security details, you can select to create a block trade for the security
directly from the Model. See Block Trading From a Model for more information.
Models - Modify Model
Select a model to change information in the model.
Edit Model Name and Abbreviation
Once a model is selected you can edit the model name and abbreviation by selecting
the Edit icon

.
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Exclude from Model Processing
Check this option to exclude the model form automated processing and rebalancing.
When done editing, click the check-mark to save or the ‘x’ to cancel.
Mark model as “Do not use”
Select the Edit icon and check this option to hide a zero-valued model so that it no
longer displays in model lists or during model processing.
When done editing, click the check-mark to save or the ‘x’ to cancel.
Note that once a model is marked “Do not use,” it can only be reversed by calling your
Relationship Manager.
Models - Lock Checkbox
You can change the Lock checkbox directly on the Model screen without accessing the
Modify Model Details screen.

Simply click on the check-box to toggle it between being checked and unchecked.
When checked, the Locked Market Value and Locked Goal summary under the Model
Details section is updated. If a security is locked and you then navigate to another
model, the lock will not be saved unless you have processed the model or saved it in
the Modify Model Details Dialog.
Models - Edit Model Details
Once a model is selected, you can access the Modify Model Details screen by clicking
the Edit Model Details button located at the bottom of the Model Details table.
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•

Lock - check the Lock checkbox if you want to lock the security for model
processing

•

Goal % - modify the Goal Percent for the security
o The goal percent must be between 0 and 100%, inclusive, with up to 2
decimals.
o The total goal percent defined in the model is displayed at the bottom of
the screen and must total 100% before saving is allowed.

•

Deviation % - modify the Deviation Percent for the security
o The Deviation Percent must be between 0 and the goal percent, inclusive,
with up to 2 decimals.

•

Add Securities
o At least one security must be defined and the sum of all goal percents
must equal 100% before you can save the model. Note that the save
button will be active even if no securities are defined, however, clicking
save will leave user on the Modify Model Details screen without saving the
record.
o Use the Add Securities button to search and select securities to add to
the model. (see details in the Add Securities section)

•

Remove Securities
o Click on the
button to remove a security from the model. This button is
only active if the Current and Potential percents are both zero.
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Models - Modify Model Details Action Buttons
At the bottom of the Modify Model Details screen you have the following options:
•

Add Securities – allows you to search for and add one or more securities to the
model.

•

Clear Goal % - allows you to set goal and deviation percents to zero for all
securities in the Model

•

Model Import - see the Model Import section.

•

Model Export - see the Model Export section.

•

Save – saves your model changes. All required fields must be populated in
order to activate this action. If the save is successful you will be viewing your
changed model on the model screen and will see this message:

o If the Save is not successful, you will see a critical message explaining
why the changes could not be saved and you will remain in the Edit Model
Details screen. Typically, you can then try to save again after either fixing
the issue or waiting for access to the model.

Note that while you are in the Edit Model Details screen others can still access the
model and process or make changes to it. If the model details have changed since you
entered the Edit Model Details screen then you will see the following message:

o The only action that you can take once you receive the above message is
to Cancel out of the Edit Model Details screen and then navigate away
from the model (select a different model from the drop-down) and then
navigate back.
Caution should be taken when multiple people might be changing the
model. Liberty will prevent users from inadvertently un-doing changes that
have already been made; however, users may not always see the most
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recent changes. The user must navigate away from the screen and then
come back in order to see the changes.
•

Reset – clears all information you have changed so you can start over with
making your changes. Caution! Using this option means your changes will not
be saved.

•

Cancel – allows you to cancel the editing of the model and exits the Modify
Model Details screen without saving your changes. You will be returned to the
model screen. Caution! Using this option means your changes will not be
saved.

Models - Account Selection
You can select accounts to include in the model processing action if you do not want to
include all accounts tied to the model. The Search section retrieves a set of accounts
tied to the model while the Filter section allows you to refine your search results.

The Results Table on the left displays the search results. The Select Table on the
right displays the accounts you have selected to include in the model processing action.
Note that if the Select Table on the right is empty then ALL accounts in the model will be
included in the model processing action.
The information displayed is based on the holdings in the model, not the entire account.
Models Select Accounts – Search - Basic
The Search section retrieves a set of accounts tied to the model.
•

Select a list – select a pre-defined account list. The Results Table is populated
with the accounts from the selected list.
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Account Number or name or tax id – enter the full account number, part of the
name or the full tax id. Matching accounts will be displayed in the Results
Table.
Search – Click the Search button to populate the Results Table with accounts
that match your search criteria.
All Tradeable Accounts – clears all search criteria and populates the Results
Table with the complete list of accounts tied to the model.
Clear – clears the search criteria but does not clear the Results Table

Models - Select Accounts – Search - Advanced
Click on the Advanced link to see advanced search options. Once clicked, the
Advanced link toggles to Basic. Click the Basic link to hide the advanced search
options.
Note that the All Tradeable Accounts button and the account number search are not
available when using the Advanced search options.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Select a list – select a pre-defined account list. The Results Table is populated
with the accounts from the selected list.
Tax Status - select the type of accounts that should be included in the trade,
taxable or non-taxable.
Termination Initiated - include or exclude those accounts that have an
established termination date.
Minimum Trade - select only those accounts who have enough shares or dollars
to participate in the trade.
Deposits from - search for accounts receiving deposits on a specified date.
Cash Demand - search for accounts that have cash demands.
Out of Balance - search for accounts that are not within the goal percentages
defined by the model.
First Deposit Month - search for accounts by first deposit date:
First Deposit Date Range – enter a from and through date to look for accounts
whose first deposit dates fall within the entered range.
Search – Click the Search button to populate the Results Table with accounts
that match your search criteria. In advanced mode only, if no search criteria are
defined then clicking Search will retireve all eligible accounts.
Clear – clears the search criteria but does not clear the Results Table

Models - Select Accounts Filter
Once an account search has been completed and the Results Table is populated, you
can further refine your results by using the Filter options.
Caution! You must hit enter or tab off of the filter field to enact the filter request.
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Account Number or Name – filter the Results Table to those accounts that
match the desired account number or name
Current Cash – look for accounts with current cash equal to (=), greater than (>),
greater than or equal to (>=), less than (<) or less than or equal to (<=) the
specified dollar amount.
Available Cash – look for accounts with available cash equal to (=), greater than
(>), greater than or equal to (>=), less than (<) or less than or equal to (<=) the
specified dollar amount.
Market Value – look for accounts with market value equal to (=), greater than
(>), greater than or equal to (>=), less than (<) or less than or equal to (<=) the
specified dollar amount.

Models - Results Table
The Results Table displays all accounts that match your search and filter selections.
You can sort the information by clicking on the column headers.
Click on the
icon to move accounts from the Results Table to the Select Table to
include the account in the model processing action. The account will remain listed in
the Results Table, however, the icon will be removed indicating the account is already
in the Select Table.
The text at the top of the table tells the user whether or not they are viewing all results
or if a filter has reduced the view to a subset of accounts. For example, if the text says
‘Viewing 10 of 18 Results’ then the filter has reduced the results from 18 to 10. Clear
the filter selections to view all results.
Models - Select Table
The Select Table displays all accounts that you have selected to include in this model
processing action. You can sort the information by clicking on the column headers.
Click on the icon to remove accounts from the Select Table. The account will no
longer be listed in the Select Table.
Caution! Filters apply to both the Results Table and the Select Table. Accounts will
be included in the model processing action even if they are not visible in the Select
Table due to a filter being applied. Always check the text above the Select Table and
listed in the Action Bar to verify you are processing the expected number of accounts.
Models – Processing a Single Model
After selecting the model, making any needed modifications, and defining the accounts
to include (or define none in order to process all accounts), you can define what type of
rebalancing action you want to take.
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Processing Option
When a model is processed, Liberty recommends which securities need to be
purchased or sold to meet the defined trade criteria. The Processing Option selection
box allows you to define the method to be used for the rebalancing action. The
available methods are:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Balance: this method searches for accounts that are not within the target goal
percentage defined in the model and creates the trades necessary to make their
holdings match the model goal percent allocations.
Balance Exchange: this method looks for eligible funds within the model, and
when possible, combines the sell and corresponding buy instructions into an
exchange order. Any residual money will be used to create individual sells or
buys. For more information see FAQs section.
Invest Available Funds: this method searches for accounts with excess cash
and proportionately reinvests in ALL securities held based on the actual percent
of the holdings (produces buy trades only).
Divest Proportionately: this method searches for accounts that need cash and
sells a portion of ALL securities held based on the actual percent of the holdings
(produces sell trades only).
Invest to Goal %: this method searches for accounts with excess cash and
invests available cash into the most under-invested securities first to make
accounts more in balance with the model.
Divest to Goal %: this method searches for accounts that need cash and sells
out securities that are over-allocated first in order to generate cash.

Models - Process Model
To process a model, you must first select a Processing Option. See Processing Option
for more details.
By default, all eligible accounts within the model will be evaluated. You have the option
to select a list of accounts, exclude individual accounts or include individual accounts by
using the Select Accounts features. See Select Accounts for more information.

Once you have selected your processing option and defined the accounts to include (or
decided to default to all) text will appear in the Action Bar that describes the model
processing action to be taken and the Process Model button will become active.
Click the Process Model button in the Action Bar to initiate model processing. The
Model Process Summary window will appear with your trade results.
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Models - Model Process Summary
The Model Process Summary displays the results of a model processing request.

•

•

•
•
•

•

Alerts – include critical information that prevented the completion of a trade or
model processing action. Alerts impact all accounts and typically indicate that
you will want to resubmit your request to get the desired results. For example, if
the model is unavailable for processing because it is locked by another user, you
will see an alert and no trades will be created.
Messages – include informational messages regarding the trades created.
These include messages about fund rules, individual accounts excluded from the
trades and potential short-term redemption fees.
Completed – indicates the number of trade orders recommended by the model
processing action.
Close – returns user to the Model screen.
Continue to Blotter – takes the user directly to the Trade Blotter where they can
review and approve or kill the recommended trades. See Liberty online Help
under Professionals View – Trading Tab for more information.
Create Report – Save the results of the model trade process in PDF format.
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Models – Export
You may want to export your model, make modifications in Excel, and then import the
changes rather than edit the model directly in Liberty. Exporting a model is also useful
for retaining a record of your model configurations, or for uploading into other platforms.
Select the Model Export button on the Modify Model Details window. This will invoke the
Export Model Details window.
Select a format in which the model data will be exported. Once selected, the output file
will be saved locally. Proceed by selecting the close button in the upper right corner of
the window.

Locate the exported file and open it. If you are editing the model for re-import into
Liberty then make your changes and save the file to your local drive. Proceed to the
Model Import section.
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Models – Import
Once the data for a model has been prepared and is ready to be reflected in Liberty, on
the Edit Model Details window select the Model Import button.

On the Modify Model Details page, select the Skip header row checkbox if the first row
of your file contains header information.
Selecting the Select Import File button allows the user to browse to the file that is to be
imported. After selecting the file (.xls, .xlsx, .csv or .xml) the file will automatically be
imported.

Once imported, the Import Model Details window will be displayed. By selecting the
Refresh button, the current report status will be displayed.
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After the import and clicking Edit Model Details user is taken back to the Model details
screen.

Here the user can see the modifications that were imported.
Clicking save will confirm the import data is correct.
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At this point the user is returned to the Model Details page and has successfully edited
and imported modifications to the securities within the model.
Models - Import data issues
If the Goal percentage within the import does not equal 100% the import will still be
successful but the user will get an error message indicating that the goal % is not equal
to 100.
If the User does not include existing securities in the import, those securities will
have Goal and Deviation percentage of zero on Liberty.

After selecting the Edit Model Details button, the User will be brought to the Model Edit
screen.
User will still have to make sure all of the data within the model is valid before being
able to save.
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You must save the model in order for any of the changes from the model import to take
place. The Save button will remain grayed out until all data is valid.

Importing Cash
Users are now able to import CASH under the symbol TCACASH. Model Exports will
reflect CASH as TCACASH as well.
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Importing Groups
Users also have the ability to import and export group information as well.

Listed on the Modify Model Details window is additional information regarding what
other security information can be imported.
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Models – Trade View
The Trade View for a Model is accessed from the Trading Tab – Models area. The
Trade View for a model gives you a more precise view of what the model will look like
after all trades are settled. This view allows you to validate that recent trading activity
generated the expected results in a more precise way than what the Potential Percent
provides on the model screen.

The View Model Data By selection allows you to view the data by Security, Asset Class
or Asset Subclass. The Asset Class views are helpful if you want to check your
allocations based on class rather than individual security.
The Based on selection allows you to determine what you want included in your view.
The default option is to view based on Trade Date Balances. The options are:
•
•
•

Trade Date Balances - includes all trades with a trade date equal to or less than
today.
Trade date balances excluding recommend trades – includes all approved,
executed, settled or posted trades with a trade date equal to or less than today.
Settlement date balances – includes all trades whose settle date is equal to or
less than today.

The Exclude Terminated option allows you to exclude terminating accounts. Use this
option to get a truer view of the managed holdings within the model as terminating
accounts can distort the amount of cash held.

Models – Pending Events
Model Pending Events displays the details of trades that have not yet settled in a model.
Account level activities are rolled up to the model level, allowing you to see all upcoming
activity that will affect a model.
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Model Pending Events is accessed from the Models screen by clicking on the Pending
Events tab.

Current Balances View
The Current Balances section of Model Pending Events displays summary balance
information, as well as balance information taking pending events into account.

Current Balances Definitions
Total Cash: Summary value containing the current cash in a model across ALL
accounts.
Pending Cash: Summary value for cash that is pending from sells and buys of ALL
securities held in a model or other cash-related events.
Total Potential Cash: Summary value for a model including Current Cash and Pending
Cash.
Market Value: Value of ALL security holdings in a model EXCLUDING cash.
Pending Market Value: Summary value of a security within a model taking into account
all pending events.
Total Value: Summary value for the model including Market Value and Pending Market
Value.
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Pending Events Table
The Pending Events table lists all pending events for securities held in the selected
model.

The following information is displayed for each event:
•
•
•

Settlement Date
Trade Date
Security

•
•
•

Symbol
Event
Status

•
•
•

Amount
Quantity
Cash Balance

Contents of the Pending Events table can be exported using standard Liberty export
functionality.
Pending Event Detail
To view detail on a Pending Event, click on the Continue to Blotter button in the action
bar:

The Blotter view will present the Pending Events for the model, and allow you to view
details for an individual event by clicking on the Trade Order number:
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To return to the Pending Events tab for the selected model, click on Return to Models
from the Blotter view.

Models – Aggregate TWR
Liberty displays the aggregated Time Weighted Return (TWR) for a model in chart or
table format. This view uses the aggregate method of calculating model level TWR. The
aggregate method combines all the model’s assets and external cash flows across all
the accounts in the model to calculate returns.
Model Aggregate TWR is accessed from the Models screen by selecting the Aggregate
TWR tab.
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Aggregate TWR Calculation Options
A date range must be selected before Aggregate TWR will display. The following date
ranges are available to view the performance for a model:
•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Custom: Select when entering the From and Through dates*
Month to Date: View model performance
from the beginning of the current month to
the current date
Prior Month: View model performance
from the last calendar month
Quarter to Date: Populates the From date
with the first day of the quarter and the
Through date with the current date
Prior Quarter: View model performance
from the first and last days of the previous
quarter based on the current date
Year to Date: Populates the From date
with the first day of the current year and
the Through date with the current date
Prior Year: View model performance from
a period range for the previous 12 months to the current date
1 Year Trailing: View model performance from a period range of 12 complete
months prior to the current month
3 Year Trailing: View model performance from a period range of 36 complete
months prior to the current month
5 Year Trailing: View model performance from a period range of 60 complete
months prior to the current month
10 Year Trailing: View model performance from a period range of 120 complete
months prior to the current month
Inception to Date: View model performance from the account's inception date
and the current date

*Note:

The From date must be the first of the month and the Thru date must be on the
end of a month or the current date. Returns are calculated from the beginning of the
From date through the end of the Thru date.
You may also specify if you want to only include active accounts in the model for the
specified date range.*
*Note:

When limiting the selection criteria to active accounts, the TWR calculation will
only include accounts that had a value both at the beginning AND at the ending of the
selected period. When the selection is not limited to active accounts, ALL accounts that
were active for any part of the period will be included.
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To limit the calculation to a specific list of accounts use the Accounts list drop-down to
select a list.
Once the date range, checkbox and list have been set, click the GO button to render the
chart.
Aggregate TWR View Options
The chart will display Total Return
in dollar terms as a default. To
display Total Return in percent
terms, select Percent on the upper
right toggle control

The upper left toggle can be
selected to display Total Value /
Net Deposits:
Portfolio Value Information
Panel
An information panel returns key statistics for the
selected model & date range:
Portfolio value for the number of accounts
included in the Aggregated Time Weighted Return
(TWR) based on the prior day's closing value for
the selected period.
•
•

•

As of: Begin date and value for selected
period.
Contributions: Sum total amount
contributed to the model during the
selected period.
Distributions: Sum total amount of
distributed in the model during the
selected period .
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Income & Gains: Total amount of dividend income and unrealized gains
attributed to the model during the selected period.
Net Changes in Value: Net changes in market value for all securities held in the
model during the selected period.
Through: End date and value for selected period
Cumulative Time Weighted Return: Time weighted return calculation that
measures the cumulative compound return achieved over the selected period
and excludes the effect of cash flows.
Annualized Time Weighted Return: Time weighted return calculation based on
the cumulative return that measures the average annual compound return
achieved over the selected period

Data & Export
The underlying chart data is displayed in table format beneath the chart and can be
exported in CSV, Excel, XML or PDF format:
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Models – Composite TWR
Composite Time Weighted Return (TWR) is a composite of the individual account
returns in a model. It represents an asset-weighted return based on either the beginning
value or average daily balance of each account in the model. Liberty’s Composite TWR
view provides monthly Time Weighted Return (TWR) data for all accounts holding a
position in the model. Investment advisors may choose which individual accounts' TWR
data is to be included in the Composite TWR.
Investment advisors electing to view Composite TWR should review and commit model
level returns on a monthly basis in order to track decisions regarding which accounts
were included in the composite return.
Composite TWR is never reflected on statements as it is used solely by the RIA to
reflect their overall performance in managing the model. This method best reflects a
firm’s ability to manage the portfolio’s assets.
Models – Composite TWR - Navigation
Access Composite TWR by navigating to the Trading tab, then Models, then select the
model whose composite TWR you want to view. Click on the Composite TWR tab to
view the composite.

By default, the most recent month’s available composite TWR information will be
shown.
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Models - Composite TWR – Viewing

3
1
4
2
5
The Composite TWR screen is arranged in 5 sections:
1. Search Panel – the search panel allows you to select the month whose
composite you want to view, determine if you want to view data by Net or Gross
of fees, and allows you to filter the information displayed.
2. Summary Panel – displays summary information about the model value and cash
flows for the month being viewed.
3. Upper Display – shows the composite TWR information for the month being
viewed and dynamically updates based on other selections.
4. Lower Display – provides the account level details for each account in the model,
allowing you to exclude accounts from the composite and provide comments as
to why they were excluded.
5. Action Dock – displays if the composite TWR information was committed or
reopened and provides access to Committing, Saving or Reopening a composite.
Models - Composite TWR Search and Summary Panels
Investment advisors use the side display to manage monthly composite TWR
information. This section provides a view of month end data for all accounts
participating in the selected model for the entire month.
Month Ending: When a model has been selected, TCAdvisor initially populates with the
earliest uncommitted months if available. In the case where there are no uncommitted
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months, the view will populate with the most recent committed month. This section
includes the following information:
Month Ending: Popup to select a month end date for viewing
An option to View TWR by Net or Gross of fees
A Go button to display the reflected settings
The Filter Table by option and Find Account options provide the ability to limit and
search for participating accounts. For additional information, see Composite TWR
Definitions.
Summary Section: Displays the Beginning Value, Average Daily Value, Ending Value,
Net Cash Flows and Fee Cash Flows by month. When editing an open or reopened
month, this information is updated based on the account selection as defined in the
Composite TWR table located in the lower display.
Models - Composite TWR Upper Display
The upper display provides summary data for the Composite TWR for
Fees Weighted by: Displays the Composite TWRs weighted by the Beginning Value and
Average Daily Value for the month. This figure can be viewed net of fees or gross of
fees based on the selection of View TWR by Net or Gross in the lower display. In
addition, the standard deviations based on the average weighted by the Beginning
Value and Average Daily Values also display. When editing open or reopened months,
this information is updated based on the new account selection criteria defined in the
Composite TWR table located in the lower display.

TWR Statistics: Displays multiple return statistics for the composite of individual
accounts included by average (equally weighted), median (middle), high (highest TWR
from included accounts), low
(lowest TWR from included accounts), and standard deviation. When editing open or
reopened months, this information is updated based on the new account selection
defined in the Composite TWR table located in the lower display. This data displays net
of fees or gross of fees based on the selection of View TWR by Net or Gross in the
lower display
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Models - Composite TWR Lower Display
The Account Section displays the number of Included Accounts, Excluded Accounts,
Total and Verified accounts for the selected model based on the account selection
defined in the Composite TWR table located in the side display. When editing open or
reopened months, this information is updated based on the new account selection
defined in the Composite TWR table.
Reopen
In addition, investment advisors with the appropriate permissions may modify a
previously committed month.
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Models - Composite TWR Definitions
The Composite TWR provides Investment Advisors and their associated
representatives with month end TWR data for all accounts holding a position in the
model for the entire month. The following information is included in the Composite TWR
table for each account:
Ver - When selected, the accounts' time weighted return information has been verified
and is ready to be committed.
Exc - When selected, the accounts' time weighted return information has been excluded
from the Composite TWR.
Account Number - Trust Company account number.
Account Name - Client account name.
Open Date - An account's first deposit date into the selected model.
Term Date - Date special handling was placed on an account. For additional
information, see Special Handling.
Beginning Value - Account's month beginning value.
Ending Value - Account's month ending value.
Average Daily Value - Account's average daily value for the month.
Net Cash Flows - Account's net cash flows (in-flows and out-flows) for the month.
Note: This amount excludes fee cash flows.
Fee Cash Flows - Amount an account paid in fees during the month.
TWR Net of Fees - When View TWR by Net is chosen: Account's time weighted return
for the month excluding fees.
TWR Gross of Fees - When View TWR by Gross is chosen: Account's time weighted
return for the month including fees.
TWR Variance Begin Value Net - When View TWR by Net is chosen: Difference
between an individual account's TWR and Value Net the Composite TWR weighted by
the beginning market value, excluding fees.
TWR Variance Begin Value Gross - When View TWR by Gross is chosen:
Difference between an individual account's TWR Value Gross and the Composite TWR
weighted by the beginning market value, including fees.
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TWR Variance Avg Daily Value Net - When View TWR by Net is chosen:
Difference between the individual account's TWR and Daily Value Net the Composite
TWR weighted by the average daily balance, excluding fees.
TWR Variance Avg Daily Value Gross - When View TWR by Gross is chosen:
Difference between the individual account's TWR
Daily Value Gross and the Composite TWR weighted by the average daily balance,
including fees.
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Block Trading
Block trading is used to create trades for multiple accounts, one security and model at a
time. You can create a buy, sell or exchange across all or some of the accounts within a
model. Block trading can also be used to create trades for non-modeled holdings.
Note: If you need to complete a buy or sell for a single account, it may be more efficient
for you to navigate to the account and then use the Trading tab. The Sell Positions
feature on the Trading tab may also be more efficient than block trading when trying to
sell all non-modeled holdings within a single account.
Block Trading Quick Start Guide
For those familiar with block trading, the following Quick Start Guide provides the basic
information you need to get up and running with block trading within Liberty.
Please refer to individual sections for more information.
1. Navigate to the Block Trading area by selecting the Trading Tab and then
clicking on the Block Trading link.
2. Select the type of block trade you want to create: Buy, Sell or Exchange.
3. Enter in the required information to create the block trade including the Routing
Method, Special Instructions and Spread Method.
4. Either process for all accounts or use the Select Accounts section to view eligible
accounts and select accounts to include in the block trade.
5. Click the Process button to create the block trade. From the Block Trade Process
Summary you can access the blotter to review and approve your trades.
Block Trading Navigation
Select the Trading tab and then the Block Trading link.
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Block Buy
To create a Block Buy, click on the Block Buy radio button. Click on the Block Trade #
drop-down to review and edit an existing block buy or click New to create a new block
buy.

Note: The Block Trade # drop-down will contain all saved block buys. Processed block
buys (those that successfully resulted in a trade order recommendation) will not be
available in the drop-down. If you have questions about a processed block buy please
contact your relationship manager.
To create a new block buy, enter the required information and Save the block buy for
future action or Process the block buy to create a trade order recommendation. The
information you can enter is as follows:
•

Model: Select a model from the drop-down menu.
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Symbol: Enter the symbol, CUSIP or part of the name of the security you wish to
trade. Liberty will search against all securities available at TCA. If a single match
is found, then the related security information will be displayed. If multiple
matches are found, then you will see that the box outline stays red and no
security information is displayed. Click on the Lookup Security button to see all
matches and select the specific security you want to trade. Depending on the
number of matches found you may have to scroll down to the bottom of the
Lookup Security screen to get to the Select button.
Routing Method: Typically Electronic for equities and Standard for mutual funds.
See Routing Method section for more details.
Special Instructions: For equity trades only, you may define specific options for
buying a security in the Special Instructions area. Note: If no Special
Instructions are defined, an equity order will be bought at the market price. The
Market Center field defaults to KCG. Additional Market Centers may be available
depending on your settings. See Special Instructions section for more details.
Spread Method: The Spread Method defines the allocation of shares or cash
for the block buy. The options that are available depend on the type of security
chosen. Select one of the available Spread Methods from the drop-down menu.
See Buy Spread Methods for details regarding each spread method.
Minimum Trade: The Minimum Trade field is optional. You may wish to enter
an amount in the Minimum Trade field to limit the purchase to only those
individual accounts that hold enough cash to purchase at the defined minimum
for the trade.
Spread Basis: The basis by which you would like to distribute the purchase of
shares or cash for a block buy.
o By Market Value - Market value is the total value of both cash and shares
an account holds in a selected model. When selected, Liberty will allocate
the amounts to spread among accounts based on the market values of the
accounts in a selected model.
o By Available Cash - When selected, Liberty will spread the allocation
among the accounts based only on their available cash in a model.
o Recent Deposits - When selected, Liberty will spread the allocation
among the accounts based on their recent deposits in a selected model.
Note: This option may not be available depending on your role.
Select Accounts: By default, the block trade will include all eligible accounts in
the trade. Use Select Accounts to select a set of accounts to participate or to
exclude accounts from participation. See Select Accounts to Trade for more
information.
Trade Information: Displays read-only information regarding who created the
block trade, the date the block trade was created, the number of accounts
selected for participation in the trade as well as the date the accounts were
selected.
Save: Once all of the required fields have been populated for a block buy, you
may click the Save button to manage the trade at a later time. Note: A saved
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trade will NOT be processed. To create trade(s) based on the block buy
definitions, you must click the Process button.
Reset: Removes any changes made. On a new item, Reset returns the user to
the last-viewed block screen where you can select an existing trade or click new
to start a new block trade.
Delete: Deletes the block trade definition without creating any trades. This
removes the block trade from the drop-down list.
Process: When you are satisfied with the trade criteria for a newly created block
buy, select the Process button. Once the trade has been successfully submitted
to TCA, you may Approve or Kill the trade from your Blotter. See Block Trade
Process for more information.
Action Dock:

The Action Dock displays information about the trade. Users should review this
information before taking any action to make sure that the block trade is as
expected.
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Block Sell
To create a Block Sell, click on the Block Sell radio button. Click on the Block Trade #
drop-down to review and edit an existing block sell or click New to create a new block
sell.

Note: The Block Trade # drop-down will contain all saved block sells. Processed block
sells (those that successfully resulted in a trade order recommendation) will not be
available in the drop-down. If you have questions about a processed block sell please
contact your relationship manager.
To create a new block sell, enter the required information and Save the block sell for
future action or Process the block sell to create a trade order recommendation.
•
•

•
•

Model: Select a model from the drop-down menu.
Symbol: Enter the symbol, CUSIP or part of the name of the security you wish to
trade. Liberty will search against all securities available at TCA. If a single
match is found then the related security information will be displayed. If multiple
matches are found then you will see that the box outline stays red and no
security information is displayed. Click on the Lookup Security button to see all
matches and select the specific security you want to trade. Depending on the
number of matches found you may have to scroll down to the bottom of the
Lookup Security screen to get to the Select button.
Routing Method: Typically Electronic for equities and Standard for mutual
funds. See Routing Method section for more details.
Special Instructions: For equity trades only, you may define specific options for
buying a security in the Special Instructions area. Note: If no Special
Instructions are defined, an equity order will be sold at the market price. The
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Market Center field defaults to KCG. Additional Market Centers may be available
depending on your settings. See Special Instructions section for more details.
Spread Method: The Spread Method defines the allocation of shares or cash
for the block sell. The options that are available depend on the type of security
chosen. Select one of the available Spread Methods from the drop-down menu.
See Sell Spread Methods for details regarding each spread method.
Minimum Trade: The Minimum Trade field is optional. You may wish to enter
an amount in the Minimum Trade field to limit the sell to only those individual
accounts that hold enough shares to sell at the defined minimum for the trade.
Spread Basis: All block sells are spread to the participating accounts according
to available shares, therefore no spread basis election is needed in the block sell
screen.
Select Accounts: By default, the block trade will include all eligible accounts in
the trade. Use Select Accounts to select a set of accounts to participate or to
exclude accounts from participation. See Select Accounts to Trade for more
information.
Trade Information: Displays read-only information regarding who created the
block trade, the date the block trade was created, the number of accounts
selected for participation in the trade as well as the date the accounts were
selected.
Save: Once all of the required fields have been populated for a block sell, you
may click the Save button to manage the trade at a later time. Note: A saved
trade will NOT be processed. To create trade(s) based on the block sell
definitions, you must click the Process button.
Reset: Removes any changes made. On a new item, Reset returns the user to
the last-viewed block screen where you can select an existing trade or click new
to start a new block trade.
Delete: Deletes the block trade definition without creating any trades. This
removes the block trade from the drop-down list.
Process: When you are satisfied with the trade criteria for a newly created block
sell, select the Process button. Once the trade has been successfully submitted
to TCA, you may Approve or Kill the trade from your Blotter. See Block Trade
Process for more information.
Action Dock:

The Action Dock displays information about the trade. Users should review this
information before taking any action to make sure that the block trade is as
expected.
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Block Exchange
Exchanges are used to move from one fund to another fund within the same fund
family. To create a Block Exchange, click on the Block Exchange radio button. Click on
the Block Trade # drop-down to review and edit an existing block exchange or click New
to create a new block exchange.

Note: The Block Trade # drop-down will contain all saved block exchanges. Processed
block exchanges (those that successfully resulted in a trade order recommendation) will
not be available in the drop-down. If you have questions about a processed block
exchange, please contact your relationship manager.
To create a new block exchange, enter the required information and Save the block
exchange for future action or Process the block exchange to create a trade order
recommendation.
•
•

Model: Select a model from the drop-down menu.
Symbol: Enter the symbol, CUSIP or part of the name of the security you wish to
exchange out of. Liberty will search against all securities available at TCA. If a
single match is found then the related security information will be displayed. If
multiple matches are found then you will see that the box outline stays red and
no security information is displayed. Click on the Lookup Security button to see
all matches and select the specific security you want to trade. Depending on the
number of matches found you may have to scroll down to the bottom of the
Lookup Security screen to get to the Select button. Note: Search results will be
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limited to money market and mutual fund securities as these are the only security
types valid for an exchange.
Exchange to Securities: This section is used to search for securities that will
receive the exchange of shares. An exchange may be made from one security
into multiple securities. Note: The available securities to exchange into are
limited to securities within the same fund family as the security being exchanged
out.

Click on the Edit button to add or edit the exchange to security details.

•
•

Available exchange to securities will be populated with securities matching the
fund company of the exchange out security.
Filter the results by typing in a security symbol or part of the name. Blank out the
filter and hit return to get all results back. Note that the Filter only impacts the
Available Exchange to Securities table.

•

Select securities to exchange into by clicking on the
icon. Once added to the
Exchange to Securities table the security will no longer be listed in the Available
Exchange to Securities table.

•

Remove securities from the Exchange to Securities table by clicking on the
icon.
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•

Enter the percent of the exchange from amount to be allocated to each exchange
to security. If the Spread Method is Exchange by Allocation Percent, then the
total percent allocated must equal the allocation percent. For all other spread
methods the total percent allocated must equal 100%.

•

Click the Done button to return to the block exchange screen. Changes are not
saved until you save the Block Exchange.
If the percent column in the Exchange to Securities table does not total the
appropriate amount, upon returning to the Block Exchange screen you will see a
red message next to the Edit button and you will not be able to Save or Process
the exchange.
Routing Method: All exchanges are routed through the standard FundSERV
platform, therefore no routing method selection is available for block exchanges.
Spread Method: The Spread Method defines the allocation of shares or cash
for the block exchange. Select one of the available Spread Methods from the
drop-down menu. See Exchange Spread Methods for details regarding each
spread method.
Minimum Trade: The Minimum Trade field is optional. You may wish to enter
an amount in the Minimum Trade field to limit the exchange out to only those
individual accounts that hold enough shares to sell at the defined minimum for
the trade.
Spread Basis: All block exchanges are spread to the participating accounts
according to available shares and the selected spread method, therefore no
spread basis election is needed in the block exchange screen.
Select Accounts: By default, the block trade will include all eligible accounts in
the trade. Use Select Accounts to select a set of accounts to participate or to
exclude accounts from participation. See Select Accounts to Trade for more
information.
Trade Information: Displays read-only information regarding who created the
block trade, the date the block trade was created, the number of accounts
selected for participation in the trade as well as the date the accounts were
selected.
Save: Once all of the required fields have been populated for a block exchange,
you may click the Save button to manage the trade at a later time. Note: A saved
trade will NOT be processed. To create trade(s) based on the block exchange
definitions, you must click the Process button.
Reset: Removes any changes made. On a new item, Reset returns the user to
the last-viewed block screen where you can select an existing trade or click new
to start a new block trade.

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•
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Delete: Deletes the block trade definition without creating any trades. This
removes the block trade from the drop-down list.
Process: When you are satisfied with the trade criteria for a newly created block
exchange, select the Process button. Once the trade has been successfully
submitted to TCA, you may Approve or Kill the trade from your Blotter. See
Block Trade Process for more information.
Action Dock:

The Action Dock displays information about the trade. Users should review this
information before taking any action to make sure that the block trade is as
expected.
Block Trading Spread Method
The Spread Method defines the allocation of shares or cash for a block trade. The
options that are available depend on the trade instruction and type of security chosen.
Buy Spread Methods
•

•

•

Buy Specific Shares - Only allowed for equity trades. When selected, a Shares
field and Estimated Dollars field appear. In the Shares field, enter the total
share amount that will be spread among all of the accounts participating in the
block buy. Note: When a share amount is entered in the Shares field, the
Estimated Dollars field auto-populates based on the Last Price for the security.
Buy Specific Dollars - Only allowed for mutual fund trades. When selected, a
Dollars field and Estimated Shares field appear. In the Dollars field, enter the
total dollar amount that will be spread among all of the accounts participating in
the block buy. Note: When a dollar amount is entered, the Estimated Shares field
auto-populates based on the Last Price available for the security.
Specific Goal % - When selected, a Goal % field appears. In the Goal % field,
enter the desired goal percent you would like to achieve by placing the buy.
Accounts that hold less than the goal percent will buy up to the defined goal.
Accounts that hold more than the goal will not be traded. Additionally, to update
the goal percents for a model, select the Update Model Percents box located in
the Spread Method section.

Sell Spread Methods
•

Sell Specific Shares: When selected, a Shares field and Estimated Dollars
field appear. In the Shares field, enter the total share amount that will be sold
from all of the accounts participating in the block sell. Note: When a share
amount is entered in the Shares field, the Estimated Dollars field autopopulates based on the Last Price for the security.
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Sell Specific Dollars: Only allowed for mutual fund trades. When selected, a
Dollars field and Estimated Shares field appear. In the Dollars field, enter the
total dollar amount that will be sold from all of the accounts participating in the
block sell. Note: When a dollar amount is entered, the Estimated Shares field
auto-populates based on the Last Price available for the security.
Specific Goal %: When selected, a Goal % field appears. In the Goal % field,
enter the desired goal percent you would like to achieve by placing the sell.
Accounts that hold more than the goal percent will sell down to the defined goal.
Accounts that hold less than the goal will not be traded. Additionally, to update
the goal percents for a model, select the Update Model Percents box located in
the Spread Method section.
Note: If the defined security is already in the selected model, the Goal % field
auto-populates with the current goal percent for the security in the model.
However, you may override the current goal percent with a goal percent for the
transaction. In addition, for investment advisors using model tactic definitions the
goal percent will be from the last tactic saved.

•

Sell to Cover Cash Demands: Allowed for both equity and mutual fund trades.
When selected, the system will calculate the number of shares that must be sold
to cover the current or future cash demands for all accounts participating in the
sell. This calculation takes into account the minimum cash requirement when
determining whether an account demands cash.

Exchange Spread Methods
The Spread Method defines the allocation of shares or cash for a block exchange.
Select one of the following Spread Methods from the drop-down menu:
•

Exchange by Percent: When selected, a Percent to Exchange field appears. In
the Percent to Exchange field, enter the percent of the current holdings for the
security (defined in the Symbol field) to be exchanged into a new security.
Additionally, to update the goal percents in the model to reflect the new
percentages for the exchange out and exchange in securities, select the Update
Model Percents box located in the Spread Method section. Note: If you are
exchanging 100% from a product and you select the Update Model Percents
check box, the goal and deviation percents will both be changed to 0%.
EXAMPLE
Exchange by Percent: 50%
Current Allocation for Security: 100%
Client A's Current Holding: 100.000 shares
Client B's Current Holding: 300.000 shares
Percent to Exchange Results:
Client A = 50.000 shares (50% x 100.000) exchanged to new security
Client B = 150.000 shares (50% x 300.000) exchanged to new security
Update Model Percent Results
Allocation for Current Security: 50%
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Allocation for New Security: 50%

Note: The update to the model percent will impact all accounts associated with the
model the next time the model is processed.
•

Exchange by Allocation Percent: When selected, a Current Goal % field and
Percent field appear. In the Percent field, enter the portion of the current
allocation to be exchanged into the new security. Note: This method is not
allowed for Null (non-modeled) models since there are no allocation percents
defined. Additionally, to update the goal percents in the model to reflect the new
percentages for the exchange out and exchange in securities, select the Update
Model Percents box located in the Spread Method section.
EXAMPLE
Exchange by Allocation Percent: 5%
Current Allocation for Security: 10%
Client A's Current Holding: 100.000 shares
Client B's Current Holding: 300.000 shares
Exchange by Allocation Percent Results
Client A = 50.000 shares (5% /10% = 50%)
Client B = 150.000 shares (5% / 10% = 50%)
Update Model Percents Results
Goal Percent for Security in Model = 5%
Goal Percent for New Security in Model = 5%
Note: This will affect all accounts that are associated with the model.

•

•

•

Exchange Specific Shares: When selected, a Shares field and an Estimated
Dollars field appear. Enter the total amount of shares to be allocated to all
accounts participating in the block exchange. Note: When a share amount is
entered in the Shares field, the Estimated Dollars field auto-populates based on
the Last Price for the security.
Exchange to Achieve Sell Side Goal %: When selected, a Current Goal %
field (as defined in the model) and Goal % field appear. Enter the desired Goal
% you would like to achieve for each account participating in the block exchange.
The system will calculate the number of shares that must be sold on an accountby-account basis to achieve the desired Goal %. Additionally, to update the goal
percents for a model, select the Update Model Percents box located in the
Spread Method section. Note: For investment advisors using model tactic
definitions the goal percent will be from the last tactic saved.
Exchange to Achieve Buy Side Goals: When selected, in the Exchange to
Securities section enter the desired Goal % for each account participating in the
block exchange. Liberty will calculate the number of shares that must be
purchased on an account-by-account basis to achieve the desired Goal %.
Additionally, to update the goal percents for the model, select the Update Model
Percents box located in the Spread Method section. Note: For investment
advisors using model tactic definitions the goal percent will be from the last tactic
saved.
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Block Trading Select Accounts to Trade

Select Accounts to Trade allows you to search for and select the individual accounts
that are to participate in the block trade. By default, all eligible accounts are included.
Search
The Search section retrieves a set of accounts based on the search options entered.
There are a variety of search options available:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Select a list – select a pre-defined account list. The Results Table is populated
with the accounts from the selected list.
Account Number or name or tax id – enter the full account number, part of the
name or the full tax id. Matching accounts will be displayed in the Results
Table.
Search – Click the Search button to populate the Results Table with accounts
that match your search criteria.
All Tradeable Accounts – clears all search criteria and populates the Results
Table with the complete list of accounts.
Clear – clears the search criteria but does not clear the Results Table
# Saved Accounts – this button only appears if accounts were selected and
then the block trade was saved. This allows the user to review the previously
selected accounts and then add or remove more accounts prior to processing.
Note that when saved accounts are associated with the block trade, clicking
process will only process the saved accounts, even though the accounts are not
initially listed in the selected accounts table. In order to review the accounts prior
to processing, click on the All Saved Accounts button after retrieving the trade to
populate the Selected Accounts table.

Advanced Search
Click on the Advanced link to see advanced search options. Once clicked, the
Advanced link toggles to Basic. Click the Basic link to hide the advanced search
options.
Note that the Select a List, All Tradeable Accounts button and the account number
search are not available when using the Advanced search options.
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Tax Status - select the type of accounts that should be included in the trade,
taxable or non-taxable.
Termination Initiated - include or exclude those accounts that have an
established termination date.
Cash Demand – available for Block Sells only – searches for accounts that need
cash.
Deposits from – available for Block Buys only - search for accounts receiving
deposits on a specified date.
First Deposit Month - search for accounts by first deposit date:
First Deposit Date Range – enter from and through dates to look for accounts
whose first deposit dates fall within the entered range.
Search – Click the Search button to populate the Results Table with accounts
that match your search criteria. In advanced mode only, if no search criteria are
defined then clicking Search will retrieve all eligible accounts.
Clear – clears the search criteria but does not clear the Results Table

Trade Select Messages
After clicking Search or All Tradeable
Accounts, accounts are retrieved and
the results table is populated. Click on
the Messages link in the upper right of
the results table to see messages
regarding accounts excluded from the
results. The number listed in this link is
the number of messages listed.
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Filter
Once an account search has been completed and the Results Table is populated, you
can further refine your results by using the Filter options.
Caution! You must hit enter or tab off of the filter field to enact the filter request.
•
•

•

•

•

•

Account Number or Name – filter the Results Table to those accounts that
match the desired account number or name
Current Cash – available for Block Buys only – look for accounts with Current
Cash in the model equal to (=), greater than (>), greater than or equal to (>=),
less than (<) or less than or equal to (<=) the specified dollar amount.
Available Cash – available for Block Buys only - look for accounts with Available
Cash equal to (=), greater than (>), greater than or equal to (>=), less than (<) or
less than or equal to (<=) the specified dollar amount.
Current Shares – available for Block Sells and Exchanges only – look for
accounts with Current Shares of the security being traded equal to (=), greater
than (>), greater than or equal to (>=), less than (<) or less than or equal to (<=)
the specified share amount.
Available Shares – available for Block Sells and Exchanges only - look for
accounts with Available Shares of the security being traded equal to (=), greater
than (>), greater than or equal to (>=), less than (<) or less than or equal to (<=)
the specified share amount.
Potential Gain/Loss – available for Block Sells and Exchanges only - look for
accounts with a potential gain or loss. Filter and display by any gain or loss, only
short-term gains or losses or only long-term gains or losses. This information is
not available for outside accounts.

Caution! Potential Gains and Losses are estimates only and do not include cost basis
adjustments. Your actual results may vary based on your execution price and other
trading activity.
Results Table
The Results Table displays all accounts that match your search and filter selections.
You can sort the information by clicking on the column headers.
Click on the
icon to move accounts from the Results Table to the Select Table to
include the account in the block trade. The account will remain listed in the Results
Table, however, the icon will be removed indicating the account is already in the Select
Table.
The text at the top of the table tells the user whether or not they are viewing all results
or if a filter has reduced the view to a subset of accounts. For example, if the text says
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‘Viewing 10 of 18 Results’ then the filter has reduced the results from 18 to 10. Clear
the filter selections to view all results.
Select Table
The Select Table displays all accounts that you have selected to include in the block
trade. You can sort the information by clicking on the column headers.
Click on the icon to remove accounts from the Select Table. The account will no
longer be listed in the Select Table.
Caution! Filters apply to both the Results Table and the Select Table. Accounts will
be included in the block trade even if they are not visible in the Select Table due to a
filter being applied. Always check the text above the Select Table and listed in the
informational text at the top of the section to verify you are processing the expected
number of accounts.
Block Trade Process
Once all required information is entered you can process the block trade. Always review
the text in the action dock as well as the accounts selected to participate in the trade (if
not processing all accounts) before processing. Click on the Process button to create
the recommended trade orders based on the block trade instructions. If you are
processing a very large block trade then you may see messages indicating the status of
the process prior to being taken to the Block Trade Processing summary.
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Block Trade Process Summary

After processing, the Block Process Summary screen will be presented.
•

•

•
•

•

Alerts – include critical information that prevented the completion of a block
trade action. Alerts impact all accounts and typically indicate that you will want to
resubmit your request to get the desired results. For example, if the model is
unavailable for processing because it is locked by another user, you will see an
alert and no trades will be created.
Messages – include informational messages regarding the trades created.
These include messages about fund rules, individual accounts excluded from the
trades and potential short-term redemption fees.
Completed – indicates the number of trade orders recommended by block trade
action.
Continue to Blotter – takes the user directly to the Trade Blotter where they can
review and approve or kill the recommended trades. See Liberty on-line Help
under Professionals View – Trading Tab for more information.
Done – returns user to the Block Trade screen where they can define another
block trade.
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Block Trading from a Model
To create a block trade directly from a model, go to the Trading Tab > Models

•
•

On the Models screen, select a model.
Click the View Details link related to the security you want to create a block trade
for.

•

In the Security Details screen, click on the Block Trading dropdown and choose
Block Buy, Block Exchange, or Block Sell. Once a selection is made, the Block
Trading screen will be displayed and the corresponding radio button will be preselected.
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Block Trade #, Model, Security and Routing Method will be pre-populated.
Select Accounts to trade.
Click the Process button.
Click the Return to Model Details button to go back to the model to see updated
information about Goal %, Deviation %, Current % and Potential %.

Cross Model Processing
Cross-model processing is a trading tool used for rebalancing across models at the
account level. The process can be run for one or many accounts at a time. The process
realigns account model allocations back to their desired allocations. Cross-model
processing primarily applies to accounts that are invested in or allocated to multiple
models and does not include the non-modeled area of an account. Cross-model
processing can also be used to force a rebalance action on all models tied to an
account, even if they are not tied to multiple models or are not out of alignment with
their desired allocations.
Note: If you are cross model balancing a single account that holds multiple models and
you do not need to force any models to rebalance, it may be more efficient for you to
navigate to the account and then use the Trading tab to complete the cross model
action.
Cross Model Quick Start Guide
The following Quick Start Guide provides the basic information you need to get up and
running with Cross Model Processing on Liberty. Please refer to individual sections for
more information.
1. Navigate to Cross Model Processing by clicking on the Trading tab and selecting
the Cross Model Processing link.
2. The Filter Account Selection step lets you filter out accounts associated with
certain models, or only include account associated with certain models.
3. The Select Accounts to Trade step lets you define one or more accounts to
participate in the Cross Model Processing action.
4. The optional Select Models to Process step lets you include or exclude certain
models from the cross model processing action even if they are held by the
participating accounts.
5. Note that the Balance Selected Models checkbox is located at the bottom of the
Select Models table.
6. Click Process to complete the Cross Model Processing action.
7. The Cross Model Process Summary screen gives the results of your action.
From here you can access the trade blotter and review and approve your trades.
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Cross Model Navigation
The Trading tab provides access to Cross Model Processing. The appearance and
available options may vary depending on your role.
Cross Model Processing Steps

The menu on the left side of the Cross Model Processing screen lists the steps the user
can follow to complete their cross model processing action.
Summary Text

As each step is completed, the text at the top of the screen will be updated. You can
review this text to make sure your cross model processing action will be completed as
intended.
Cross Model Filter Account Selection
This section is utilized if you want to limit what accounts will participate in the cross
model processing action based on the models currently tied to the accounts. Selections
here act as a Filter against the accounts selected in the next step. The more restrictive
your selections are the fewer accounts will be available for selection in the Select
Accounts to Trade step.
There are three options for defining the filter to apply to the set of accounts to include in
the cross model processing action:
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Any Model

When Any Model is selected, all accounts will be available for inclusion. By default,
only those accounts that are associated with multiple models will be impacted by the
cross model processing action. When used in conjunction with the Balance Selected
Models checkbox the cross model processing action will include accounts invested in
only one model. The model table is not shown for this selection since model selections
do not need to be made.
Any Selected Model

When Any Selected Model is selected, only those accounts that are members of one or
more of the models marked as Include, via the checkbox to the left of the model, will be
available for inclusion. If this option is selected you must check one or more models in
order to activate the Select Accounts to Trade step.
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All Selected Models

When All Selected Models is selected, only those accounts that are members of ALL of
the models marked as Include, via the checkbox to the left of the model, will be
available for inclusion. If this option is selected you must check one or more models in
order to activate the Select Accounts to Trade step.
Note: The Account Selection does not affect which models within an account are
balanced.
Cross Model Select Accounts to Trade

Select Accounts to Trade allows you to search for and select the individual accounts
that are to participate in the cross model processing action. You must select one or
more accounts in order to activate the Process button. Cross Model Processing does
not, by default, process all accounts, although you may choose to include all if that is
the desired action.
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Cross Model Search
The Search section retrieves a set of accounts based on the search options entered.
There are a variety of search options available:
•
•

•
•

•

Select a list – select a pre-defined account list. The Results Table is populated
with the accounts from the selected list.
Account Number or name or tax id – enter the full account number, part of the
name or the full tax id. Matching accounts will be displayed in the Results
Table.
Search – Click the Search button to populate the Results Table with accounts
that match your search criteria.
All Tradable Accounts – clears all search criteria and populates the Results
Table with the complete list of accounts that match the Filter Account Selection
options.
Clear – clears the search criteria but does not clear the Results Table

Note that the Results Table includes a row for every model tied to the account. For
example, if an account is tied to three valid models based on your search and Filter
Account Selections it will be listed three times in the table. When added to the Selected
Accounts table it will only be listed one time.
Cross Model Advanced Search
Click on the Advanced link to see advanced search options. Once clicked, the
Advanced link toggles to Basic. Click the Basic link to hide the advanced search
options.
Note that the Select a List, All Tradable Accounts button and the account number
search are not available when using the Advanced search options.
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Tax Status - select the type of accounts that should be included in the trade,
taxable or non-taxable.
Termination Initiated - include or exclude those accounts that have an
established termination date.
Deposits from - search for accounts receiving deposits on a specified date.
First Deposit Month - search for accounts by first deposit date:
First Deposit Date Range – enter from and through dates to look for accounts
whose first deposit dates fall within the entered range.
Search – Click the Search button to populate the Results Table with accounts
that match your search criteria. In advanced mode only, if no search criteria are
defined then clicking Search will retrieve all eligible accounts.
Clear – clears the search criteria but does not clear the Results Table
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Cross Model Trade Select Messages

After clicking Search or All Tradable Accounts, accounts are retrieved and the results
table is populated. Click on the Messages link in the upper right of the results table to
see messages regarding accounts excluded from the results. The number listed in this
link is the number of messages listed.
Cross Model Filter
Once an account search has been completed and the Results Table is populated, you
can further refine your results by using the Filter options.
Caution! You must hit enter or tab off of the filter field to enact the filter request.
•
•

Account Number or Name – filter the Results Table to those accounts that
match the desired account number or name
Market Value – look for accounts with market value equal to (=), greater than
(>), greater than or equal to (>=), less than (<) or less than or equal to (<=) the
specified dollar amount.

Cross Model Results Table
The Results Table displays all accounts that match your search and filter selections.
You can sort the information by clicking on the column headers.
Click on the
icon to move accounts from the Results Table to the Select Table to
include the account in the cross model processing action. The account will remain
listed in the Results Table, however, the icon will be removed indicating the account is
already in the Select Table. If an account is listed multiple times in the Results Table
(once for each model) selecting any row for that account will remove the
rows for that account.

icon on all

The text at the top of the table tells the user whether or not they are viewing all results
or if a filter has reduced the view to a subset of accounts. For example, if the text says
‘Viewing 10 of 18 Results’ then the filter has reduced the results from 18 to 10. Clear
the filter selections to view all results.
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Cross Model Select Table
The Select Table displays all accounts that you have selected to include in this cross
model processing action. You can sort the information by clicking on the column
headers.
Click on the icon to remove accounts from the Select Table. The account will no
longer be listed in the Select Table.
Caution! Filters apply to both the Results Table and the Select Table. Accounts will
be included in the cross-model processing action even if they are not visible in the
Select Table due to a filter being applied. Always check the text above the Select
Table and listed in the informational text at the top of the section to verify you are
processing the expected number of accounts.
Cross Model - Processing Action
Once you have selected accounts in the Select Accounts To Trade step, the Process
button will become activated and you can cross model balance without defining specific
models to include or electing to force model rebalancing for all selected models. By
default, all models are included. If you want to define specific models to include or if
you want to force models to be rebalanced within the selected accounts then you need
to proceed to the final Select Models to Process step.
Cross Model - Select Models to Process

Cross Model - Select Models
This optional step allows the user to select or deselect specific models for cross model
processing by clicking the checkbox to the left of the model. Use the checkbox at the
top of the table to check or uncheck all models. By default, all models are selected.
For example, if an account is allocated to 3 models but you only want to cross model
process 2 of the 3 models held, you should check the two models you want to include
and uncheck the model you want to exclude. This allows cross model balancing to be
performed on a sub-set of all the models associated with the account(s).
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Cross Model Processing Options

Balance Selected Models
This checkbox forces model balancing for the models selected in the Select Models
section that would otherwise NOT be balanced in the current cross model processing
process. This option must be selected if you wish to include accounts that are
associated with only one model.
Note: If the account’s market value is already allocated correctly across its models or if
the account only holds one model, then Cross Model Processing would normally not
enact a model balancing action on those models within that account. By checking the
Balance Selected Models box, balancing within a model will be forced for all accounts
holding assets in the selected models.
Include Other Assets
When selected, the Other Assets Model will be included in cross model processing.
Trades and transfers may be created in model 0 as a result.
Processing Options
Select the desired cross model processing options:
Exclude Transfers in Kind – Trades Only
Cross Model processing will include transferring cash and creating trades for the
securities. This is the default option.
Include Transfers in Kind – Transfers and Trades
Cross Model processing will include transferring cash and securities, creating trades for
securities only if a transfer in kind cannot be created.
Transfers in Kind Only
Cross Model processing will only include transfers of cash and securities. No trades will
be created and models may not be balanced as a result.
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Cross Model Process
At least one account in Select Accounts to Trade has to be in the Selected Accounts
table and at least one model has to be selected in the Select Models to Process section
(note by default all models are selected for you) to enable the Process button. Always
review the informational text at the top of the screen to verify your selections are as
expected before clicking the Process button.
If you are processing a large number of accounts you may see status messages
indicating your progress prior to viewing the Cross Model Process Summary.
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Cross Model Process Summary

After processing, the Cross Model Process Summary screen will be presented.
•

•

•
•
•

Alerts – include critical information that prevented the completion of a cross
model processing action. Alerts impact all accounts and typically indicate that
you will want to resubmit your request to get the desired results. For example, if
the model is unavailable for processing because it is locked by another user, you
will see an alert and no trades will be created.
Messages – include informational messages regarding the trades created.
These include messages about fund rules, individual accounts excluded from the
trades and potential short term redemption fees.
Completed – indicates the number of trade orders recommended by the cross
model processing action.
Close - returns user to the Cross Model screen where they can define another
cross model balancing action.
Continue to Blotter – takes the user directly to the Trade Blotter where they can
review and approve or kill the recommended trades. Users can also access the
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inter-model transfers created as a result of the cross model balancing action from
the Blotter screen. See Liberty on-line Help under Professionals View – Trading
Tab for more information.
•

Create Report – opens a PDF file reflecting all messages and alerts related to
trading events.
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Composite Models
A Composite Model is a tool for investment advisors to group multiple models into one
investment strategy. In addition, composite models provide another tier of modeling
options for investment advisors.
Standard Model vs. Composite Models
Trust Company uses a model as the base structure and applies accounts to the model.
The account and model have an intrinsic relationship. As with standard models, the
account and composite model have a similar relationship. Any modifications made to
the allocations of a composite model automatically update the associated accounts,
making composite models an efficient tool for managing client allocations in multiple
investment strategies.
Model Types
A model is a tool for managing an investment strategy in multiple client accounts. Trust
Company offers several types of models in order to provide investment advisors with
portfolio management options to suit their business needs. The following lists the
various models that may be associated to an account:
Standard: Contains a group of securities which comprise a single investment strategy
as defined by the investment advisor. Standard models may also be associated to
composite models.
Master: A standard model which controls the investment allocations for all subordinate
models associated with it.
Subordinate: Contains a group of securities and inherits investment allocations from a
master model.
Composite: Combines a group of standard models into an investment strategy. The
allocations defined by the composite model are applied to the associated accounts. Any
modifications made to the allocations of a composite model automatically update the
associated accounts, making composite models an efficient tool for managing client
allocations to investment strategies made up of multiple models.
Non-modeled: Contains assets that are not assigned to an investment strategy. All
accounts have a placeholder for unassigned assets. Investment advisors have the
option to exclude these assets from Time Weighted Return (TWR) calculations.
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Composite Model Definitions
The following definitions are associated with composite models:
Strategy - An investor's plan of attack to guide their investment decisions based on
individual goals, risk tolerance, and future needs for capital.
Portfolio - A group of assets such as stocks, ETFs, bonds, and mutual funds grouped
together for a common purpose.
Client Allocation - How a client is allocated to assets based on their strategy objective.
Portfolio Allocation - How a composite model is allocated to assets based on its
strategy objective.
Investment Allocation - How a model is allocated to assets based on its strategy
objective.
Composite Models Quick Start Guide
The following Quick Start Guide provides the basic information you need to get up and
running with Composite Model Processing on Liberty. Please refer to individual
sections for more information.
1. Navigate to Composite Model Processing by clicking on the Trading tab and
selecting the Composite Models link.
2. Select the Composite Model you want to process or edit, or create a new composite
model.
3. If processing, Select the accounts to participate in the trades.
4. Click Cross Model Process to complete the Cross Model Processing action.
5. The Cross Model Process Summary screen gives the results of your action. From
here you can access the trade blotter and review and approve your trades.
Composite Models Navigation
The Composite Models screen is accessed from the Trading tab. Click on the
Composite Models link to open the screen.

The appearance and available options may vary depending on your role.
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Composite Models - Create
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Select the Trading tab in Liberty
Click the Composite Models link
Click the Create button.
In the Name field, enter a description (maximum 40 characters) to identify the
composite model.
In the Abbreviation field, enter an alpha-numeric value (maximum 10
characters) to identify the composite model.
From the Select model to add section, select standard models to associate to
the composite model.
Click the Add button.
Enter each standard model’s Allocation, Deviation, Contribution, and
Distribution percentages in the applicable fields.
Click the Save button.

Adding or Removing a Standard Model from a Composite Model
1. Select Composite Models from the Trading tab.
2. From the Composite Model drop-down, select a composite model.
3. Click the Edit Model Details button to bring up the Modify Composite Model
Details dialog box.
4. To add a standard model(s), select the standard models from the dropdown and
click on the Add button, entering the Allocation, Deviation, Contribution, and
Distribution percentages.
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5. To remove a standard model(s), click on the
icon to the right of the standard
model(s) you want to remove and reallocate the composite model allocations to
100%.
6. Click the Save button.

Composite Models - Member Models Table
The Member Model table contains a listing of all standard models and model numbers
associated with an investment advisor. This table is used to locate standard models that
are to be associated to a composite model.
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Composite Models - Edit Model Details
The Edit Model Details dialog displays the standard models that are associated with a
composite model. The table has several editable fields for defining the standard models'
participation in the composite model.

The following information may be entered for new composite models or edited for
existing composite models:
Type - The type model associated to the composite model. For additional information,
see About Model Types. Note: This field is read-only.
Model - The standard model name associated to the composite model. Note: This field
is read-only.
Model # - The unique number assigned to the standard model. Note: This field is readonly.
Allocation - Standard model(s) participation in the composite model. Note: Must total
100%.
Deviation - The percent a standard model(s) may deviate from the Allocation defined
by the composite model.
Contribution - The percent contributions from a standard model are to be invested in
the composite model. Note: Default is equal to the Allocation percentage and the
column must total 100%.
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Distribution - The percent distributions and fees from a standard model are to be
withdrawn from the composite model. Note: Default is equal to the Allocation
percentage and the column must total 100%.
Composite Models – Account Selections
Before you can process a composite model you must select the accounts to participate
in the cross model action.
Basic Search
The Search section retrieves a set of accounts based on the search options entered.
There are a variety of search options available:

•
•

•
•

•

Select a list – select a pre-defined account list. The Results Table is populated
with the accounts from the selected list.
Account Number or name or tax id – enter the full account number, part of the
name or the full tax id. Matching accounts will be displayed in the Results
Table.
Search – Click the Search button to populate the Results Table with accounts
that match your search criteria.
All Tradable Accounts – clears all search criteria and populates the Results
Table with the complete list of accounts that match the Filter Account Selection
options.
Clear – clears the search criteria but does not clear the Results Table

Note that the Results Table includes a row for every model tied to the account. For
example, if an account is tied to three valid models based on your search and Filter
Account Selections it will be listed three times in the table. When added to the Selected
Accounts table it will only be listed one time.
Advanced Search
Click on the Advanced link to see advanced search options. Once clicked, the
Advanced link toggles to Basic. Click the Basic link to hide the advanced search
options.
Note that the Select a List, All Tradable Accounts button and the account number
search are not available when using the Advanced search options.
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Tax Status - select the type of accounts that should be included in the trade,
taxable or non-taxable.
Termination Initiated - include or exclude those accounts that have an
established termination date.
Deposits from - search for accounts receiving deposits on a specified date.
First Deposit Month - search for accounts by first deposit date:
First Deposit Date Range – enter from and through dates to look for accounts
whose first deposit dates fall within the entered range.
Search – Click the Search button to populate the Results Table with accounts
that match your search criteria. In advanced mode only, if no search criteria are
defined then clicking Search will retrieve all eligible accounts.
Clear – clears the search criteria but does not clear the Results Table

Filter
Once an account search has been completed and the Results Table is populated, you
can further refine your results by using the Filter options.
Caution! You must hit enter or tab off of the filter field to enact the filter request.

•
•

Account Number or Name – filter the Results Table to those accounts that
match the desired account number or name
Market Value – look for accounts with market value equal to (=), greater than
(>), greater than or equal to (>=), less than (<) or less than or equal to (<=) the
specified dollar amount.

Composite Models – Viewing Holders
Once standard models have been added to a composite model, the View Holders
option will display the account holders associated to the composite model. The view
lists all holders and includes detailed information on the account, allocation, and actual
participation in the composite model.
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Composite Models and Cross-Model Processing
This feature allows you to process one composite model with the ability to include or
exclude individual models within the composite model. To process a composite model:
1. Select the composite model from the Select Model drop-down list.
2. Select or de-select models in the Member Models table. Only selected models
will be included to process.
3. Select the accounts to be included in the cross model processing by choosing a
created account list from the Account List drop-down, searching for certain
account types or clicking the All Tradable button in the Search section. Click the
icon to choose an account to include.
4. Toggle between the full list of available accounts and the selected accounts via
the radio buttons at the top of the table.
5. Click Cross Model Process.
6. The Cross Model Process Summary dialog will appear and show alerts,
messages and the trades that have been created or modified.
7. Click the Continue to Blotter button to view further trade details.

Generate Transfers
Generate Transfers allows you to create inter-model transfers from one model to
another model, in bulk, for all of the selected accounts.
Note: If you only need to transfer assets in one account it would be easier to use the
Account Level Inter-Model Transfer function.
Generate Transfers - Quick Start Guide
Inter-model transfers allow Investment Advisors to create a bulk transfer of securities
between models based on a list of accounts.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Navigate to the Generate Transfers page
Select the transferring model and receiving model
Set the transfer method and define the asset percentage to transfer
Select the assets to transfer
Add accounts to include in the transfer
Process the transfer

Generate Transfers - Navigation
Access the Generate Transfers screen by clicking on the Trading Tab and selecting
Generate Transfers.
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The appearance and available options may vary depending on your role.
Generate Transfers – Create New
To generate a
new intermodel transfer
from the
Trading tab,
click on the
Generate
Transfers link.
Information
required to
create the
transfer will be
shown in red
on the screen.
Generate Transfers - Select Models
• From Model: Select the model transferring out assets
• To Model: Select the model receiving the assets

Generate Transfers - Select Method
• Transfer % of Model in Kind: Enter a percentage
amount in the Transfer Percent field. This will
determine the quantity of shares to transfer.
• Transfer % of Market Values in Cash: Enter a
percentage amount in the Transfer Percent field. This
creates a cash demand based on the current market
value of the model
Generate Transfers - Options
• Expiration Date: The date which an unprocessed
manual transfer should be removed. The default date
will be 7 days from the current but can be extended
as far as 14 days.
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Update Model Allocation Percents: Updates the allocation percentages in each
account, including the allocation percent, contribution percent, and distribution
percent, select box. Once the transfer is generated, an account will NOT
automatically adjust for subsequent deposits or withdrawals.
Automatic Transfers: When selected, the transfers will be automatically posted.

Generate Transfers - Asset Selection
• Cash: Check the box to include cash
• All Securities: Select to include all securities in the
transfer.
• Specific Securities: Select to include Specific
Securities Selection in the transfer. Click the
Lookup Security button to select the securities to
include.
• No Securities: Select to only include cash in the
transfers.

Generate Transfers - Select Accounts

Search for accounts multiple ways:
•
•
•

Select an Account List
Enter a specific account number, name or tax ID
Search for All Tradable accounts

For more search options, click on the Advanced link and enter additional criteria. Filter
results by Account Number or Name for easy selection.
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Click the Add button for each account to include in
the trade order
To include all accounts, click the Add All button.
View added accounts on the right side of the screen
Remove
accounts by
clicking the red X

Generate Transfers - Process
Once all the required fields are filled in, the Process button is enabled in the Action
Dock. A summary of the transfer will also be displayed in the Action Dock.

When the process is complete, the Inter-model Transfer Processing Summary will
display. Successfully saved transfers will be listed, showing the details of each transfer.
Any important messages or alerts affecting the transfer(s) will also be shown.
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Either click the Done button to close the window, or Continue to Blotter, to review and
approve the created trades.

Routing Methods
Routing Method defines how the trade gets sent to the market. Depending on your
authorizations, you may have one or more routing methods available for a block buy or
block sell. Block exchanges do not have a routing method option as all exchanges are
sent to the fund company for execution using the FundSERV network.
Note: Trades are not sent anywhere until the trade order is approved.
Available Routing Methods for block buys and sells:
•
•
•
•

Standard: Routing method for mutual funds.
Electronic: Routing method for equity trades.
TCA Desk: Manual routing method for equity trades.
Managed Electronic: Routing method for equity trades. Allows the Investment
Advisor to approve an equity trade without releasing the entire trade to market so
that the trade can be released in pieces while ensuring the participating investors
receive the same average execution price. Managed Electronic trades are limited
to Day Orders only.
Note: When approving a trade with Managed Electronic as the selected routing
method, the trade will not be executed until additional trade information is
completed in the Order Queue.
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Special Instructions
For equity trades only, you may define specific options for buying or selling a security in
the Special Instructions area. Note: If no Special Instructions are defined, an equity
order will be executed at the market price. The Market Center field defaults to KCG.
Additional Market Centers may be available depending on your settings.
Note: Special Instructions can be added or edited from the Trade Order screen after the
block trade is processed. Block processing only creates recommend trades, no action is
taken to execute the trade until it is approved.

Click the Edit button in the Special Instructions area to add or edit special instructions.
Note: The available options change depending on the trade instruction (buy or sell) and
the combination of options selected. The following is a brief review of what is available.
Please contact your relationship manager if you have questions about special
instructions and how they impact trade execution.
The available options are:
•

•
•

•

Market Center: Defaults to KCG. Depending on your firm’s settings you may
see additional options. The selected Market Center impacts the available special
instructions.
Market Order: From the Duration drop-down list, select either At the Close or
At the Open to determine when the market order will be placed in the market.
Limit Order: The available Duration options will change depending on the
Market Center used. Potential options are: At the Close, At the Open, Day or
Session Order, Fill or Kill, Good Till Date, Good Till Cancel, Immediate or
Cancel. Enter a price for the limit order in the Limit Price field. If Good Till
Cancel is selected, you must enter the Expiration Date in the field to enable the
Done button.
Stop Limit: From the Duration drop-down list, select either Day or Session
Order, Good Till Date, and Good Till Cancel and enter amounts for the limit
order in the Limit Price and Stop Limit Price fields. If Good Till Date is
selected, you must enter the Expiration Date in the field to enable the Done
button.
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Stop Order: From the Duration drop-down list, select Day or Session Order,
Good Till Cancel, or Good Till Date and enter an amount for the stop order in
the Stop Price field. If Good Till Date is selected, you must enter the Expiration
Date in the field to enable the Done button.

Depending upon the selected Order Type and Duration, you may also define Special
Conditions to provide additional instructions for execution of a block buy or sell:
•
•
•
•
•
•

All or None: Remains attached to the trade as long as the order is open.
Not Held: Only applies to Market Orders and Limit Orders.
Do Not Reduce: Only available on Stop, Stop Limit, Good Till Cancel, or Good
Till Date trades.
TWAP: Time Weighted Average Price. Only applies to Market Orders. Cannot
be combined with other instructions (such as duration, price limit, etc.).
VWAP: Volume Weighted Average Price. Only applies to Market Orders. Cannot
be combined with other instructions (such as duration, price limit, etc.).
POV: Percentage of Volume. Only applies to Market Orders. Cannot be
combined with other instructions (such as duration, price limit, etc.).

Remove Pending Trade From Account
An Investment Advisor may remove Pending Trades from an Account. This can be
accomplished from the Transactions tab after navigating to the Account Overview page of an
individual account.

The Pending Transactions table at the top of the Transactions page shows all pending
transactions. If there are any trades that are eligible to be removed, both a checkbox column
and a Remove Selected Trades button will also be available.

A trade will display as eligible for removal if it meets the following criteria:
•
•
•

The trade is a mutual fund.
The trade is in Recommend status and the removal of the trade will not cause the
account to overdraft.
The trade is in Approved status and has not been sent to the fund company as
part of a pre-notification or trade execution process.
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Remove Selected Trades

1. Choose the desired trades by selecting the checkboxes to the left of each row.
2. Click the Remove Selected Trades button. A Remove Trade prompt will display.
3. Yes will remove the selected trades.
4. Cancel will close the prompt and make no
changes.
A message such as the following will be displayed
indicate the results of the processing.

to

In some cases, a removal may fail and an error message will display.

Common reasons for the failure to remove an account from a trade:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The account is no longer in the trade and may have previously been removed.
The account is locked.
Removing the trade will create overdrafts.
Trade has already been sent to the mutual fund company.
The trade is no longer in Recommend or Approved status.
The removal is requested after the closing time of the fund.
The account is a terminating account.
The trade is locked.
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Troubleshooting Trades
When models are rebalanced, either on their own or as part of a cross model event, you
may see the message “No trades were created for account '123456'. See
"Troubleshooting Trades" in the online help for a list of potential causes."
While our algorithms can detect that no trades were created, they cannot always
articulate exactly why no trades were created. The following are examples of common
situations that result in no trades being created.
Scenarios that apply to: Balance, Invest Available Funds, Divest Proportionately,
Invest to Goal %, Divest to Goal %
•
•
•

One of the products within the selected model(s) is locked for trading. Review
the model for locked securities by navigating to the Model screen.
The account has pending transactions at the time of processing that make
additional trades unnecessary. Navigate to the individual account and review the
pending transactions on the Transactions tab.
Accounts with small balances being spread across several securities may fail to
buy or sell anything.

Balance: This method balances accounts to the targeted goal percentage defined in the
model.
•
•
•
•

All product holdings in the account are within the deviation percentage defined by
the model.
The total value of the account is below $250.00 at the time of processing and the
account holds no securities.
The participation of the account in the model has an established termination date
and is set to 'Hold' at the time of processing.
The entire account is terminating and termination instructions are set to 'Hold' at
the time of processing.

Invest Available Funds: This method looks for accounts with excess cash to reinvest
in securities based on actual percent of holdings and produces buy trades.
•
•

The amount the account has available to invest is insufficient to purchase any
one product in accordance with the actual percent of holdings.
The account has no available funds to invest.
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Divest Proportionately: This method sells a portion of ALL securities held based on
the actual percents of the holdings and produces sell trades.
•
•

The cash demand on the account is not sufficient to create a sell from any one
product in accordance to the actual percent of holdings.
The account currently has no requirement for cash.

Invest to Goal %: This method invests available cash in the most under invested
securities first.
•

The account does not have enough funds available to proportionally invest in any
one product in accordance to the goal percent defined by the model.

Divest to Goal %: This method sells out securities that are over-allocated first in order
to generate cash.
•
•

The cash demand on the account is not sufficient to create a sell from any one
product in accordance to the goal percents defined by the model.
The account currently has no requirement for cash.

Trading Messages
When processing trades, circumstances within the account, product, or firm may
prohibit trades from being created. The following error messages may display:
Message
'Product - Description' - Potential total
holdings of 'Potential Total Holdings' exceed
limit of 'Buy Holdings Limit'.
'Product - Description' - Potential total
holdings of 'Potential Total Holdings' shares
exceed limit of 'Maximum Shares
Percentage Limit'.
'Product - Description' - Potential sells of
'Potential Sells' shares exceed limit of 'Sell
Shares Limit'.
'Product - Description' - Potential sells of
'Potential Sells' shares exceed limit of
'Maximum Shares Percentage Limit'.
Restricted: 'Account ID', 'Model ID'
from...(Account Block).
Restricted: 'Account ID'...(Taxpayer Block).
Denied: 'Account ID', 'Model ID'
from...(Account Block).
Denied: 'Account ID'...(Taxpayer Block).

Reason
The potential buy value is greater than the limit
as defined by the Investment Advisor for buy
holdings.
The potential shares for purchase is greater than
the maximum holdings percentage of shares as
defined by the Investment Advisor.
The potential sell value is greater than the limit
defined by the Investment Advisor for sell
holdings.
The potential shares to sell is greater than the
maximum holdings percentage of shares as
defined by the Investment Advisor.
The Fund Company has restricted the account
from trading activity.
The Fund Company has restricted the client from
trading activity.
The Fund Company has prohibited the account
from trading activity.
The Fund Company has prohibited the client
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'Account number' has trade(s) containing
'Security'.This fund is closed to new investor
accounts. This account qualifies as new and
will not be processed.
'Trade ID' has no accounts to trade.
Approval is denied.
'Trade ID' - Manual equity trade must have a
trade date of 'Current Date' to be approved.
'Trade ID' - Electronic equity trade must
have a trade date of 'Next Trade Date' to be
approved.
'Trade ID' - Electronic equity trade must
have a trade date of 'Current Trade Date' to
be approved.
'Trade ID' - Manual equity trade cannot be
approved until 1 hour before the market
opens.
'Trade ID' - Zero balance equity trades may
only be approved during market hours.
'Trade ID' - Trade away or trade direct
trades may not be approved in advance of
the trade date.
'Trade ID' for product 'Security' to sell
shares is past cutoff and should have a
trade date of 'Next Business Date': Not
approved.'
'Trade ID' cannot be approved after market
close.
'Trade ID' cannot be approved after market
close. Trade must have a trade date of 'Next
Trade Date' to be approved.
'Trade ID' cannot be approved until 'trade
date'.
'Trade ID' cannot be approved with trade
date of 'trade date'.
'Product/ Description' must trade in multiples
of 'Round Lot'. Trade attempted for 'X'
shares. Approval denied.
Electronic trade must be greater than
1.0000 share. Approval denied.
'Trade ID for 'Account Number' wants to sell
over 90% in dollars. Not approved.
'Trade ID' for 'Account Number' wants to
spend 'X Dollars' but only has 'X Dollars'
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from trading activity.
You must modify the trade criteria to achieve the
desired objective.

There are no accounts defined in the trade. You
must add accounts to achieve the desired
objective.
You must modify the trade date or approve on
set Good Until Date to prevent trade from being
deleted.
The equity trade was approved and submitted
electronically after the market close. You must
change trade date in order to approve.
The equity trade was approved and submitted
electronically with a trade date prior to the
current date. You must change trade date in
order to approve.
The equity trade was approved and submitted
manually prior to the market open. You must
change trade date in order to approve.
If you are authorized to approve buys and sells
that result in zero shares going to market, then
you must approve trade during market hours.
The trade was approved with a trade date prior to
the current date.
The sell trade included a product that cannot be
sold after market.

The trade was approved after market close.
An equity trade was approved after market close
but before midnight with the current date as the
trade date.
The trade date does not equal today's date and it
is before market close.
It is after market close and the trade date is
greater than the current trade date plus one.
The account does not have enough shares to
buy/sell in accordance with the standard round
lot for the product type.
The approved trade did not have sufficient
shares to process using the selected routing
method.
The amount of the sell trade exceeded 90% of
the account's total market value.
The account's total available cash does not have
sufficient funds available to cover the buy trades.
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'Account Number' has trade(s) containing
'Fund'. This fund is closed to new investor
accounts. This account qualifies as new
and will not be processed."
'Electronic trade 'ID', changed to Manual
because electronic routing is turned off
system wide.'
Cannot approve trade 'Trade ID' was
changed by someone else before you tried
to approve.
Cannot approve trade 'Trade ID' must be in
"R"ecommend status.
'Unable to lock trade record ':TOR.ID:' for
approval processing.'
'Trade ID' cannot be killed by this process.
'Account Number' should not be in this
trade. It has terminating model instructions.

'Trade ID' for Account Number' has
insufficient cash. Tried to spend 'X dollars'
but only has 'X Dollars'.
'Trade ID' for 'Account Number' exchange in
dollars cannot exceed 90% of available
shares. Price fluctuations could cause a
trade error.
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The fund selected has been closed to new
investors by the Fund Company.

Electronic execution is not available due to
technical difficulties. Trades will be manually
placed.
Another authorized trader has altered the trade.

Another authorized money manager is modifying
the trade.
Another authorized money manager is modifying
the trade.
The selected trade process is not sufficient to kill
the trade.
From the Accounts menu, choose Registration,
and click on the Models tab. Special handling
has been placed on a model. Therefore, you
must modify the trade criteria to achieve the
desired objective.
You must modify the trade criteria to achieve the
desired objective.
You must modify the trade criteria to achieve the
desired objective.
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Trade Processing Messages & Alerts Report
A PDF record of messages and alerts related to trading events can be created from
Liberty and saved locally, in order to keep a permanent record.
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The “Create Report” option is available from the Trade Processing Summary dialog
window:
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The Trade Process and Alerts Message reports can be created whenever Trades occur
in the following areas of Liberty:

Trading Tab
Blotter Approve
Blotter Kill
CAM
Models
Block Trading
Cross Model
Composite Models
Generate Transfers
Model/ViewDetails/ViewHolders
Account Level Trading
Buy Positions
Sell Positions
Cross Model
Model Process
Intermodel Transfer
Tax Harvesting
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Trade Order Report
A PDF or CSV record of trade details can be created from the Trade Order Detail
screen on Liberty and saved locally, in order to keep a permanent record.

The “Export Accounts” button creates a CVS file listing details of all accounts in the
trade.
The “Create Report” button creates a PDF file listing trade summary information and
details of all accounts in the trade.
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Balance Exchange FAQs
1. What is a Balance Exchange?
The Balance Exchange trade processing option systematically creates
exchanges within eligible Fund Families while building trades to bring a model
back to the defined target goal percentages. Buy and sell orders will continue to
be created for those funds which are not eligible to participate.
2. How does a Balance Exchange work?
At the time of order submission TCA’s trade generation engine examines all the
mutual fund orders to determine which trade requests can be combined into an
exchange and which requests should be processed as a sell/buy. The resulting
trade orders are populated to the trade blotter for review and approval by the
Advisor.
3. What Fund Families are eligible to participate in Balance Exchanges?
TCA reviewed fund usage and trade activity of our Advisors and cross referenced
that with funds meeting the eligibility requirements. 3 Fund Families were
identified for the initial rollout: Direxion, Profunds, Rydex, and Vanguard.
Additional Fund Families will be added in the coming months.
4. Are all mutual funds eligible to participate in a Balance Exchange?
Eligibility is defined at the Fund Family and fund levels.
• The Fund Family must be FundSERV eligible
• The Fund Family must allow exchanges between eligible funds
• Exchanges must occur within the same fund family
• Funds must be of the same share class
• Both funds included in the exchange must have the same trade date. In other
words, to be considered for an exchange the “closing time” to trade the funds
must be later than the current time.
• Funds with short term redemption fees are not eligible for inclusion in an
exchange
5. Why is the Balance Exchange process more restrictive than Block Exchanges?
The Advisor is making the investment decision when designating the “from” and
“to” funds that will be included in a Block Exchange whereas TCA is determining
what funds can be combined into an exchange order. TCA has taken a more
restrictive stance on combining trades into exchanges since we have only limited
visibility into the Advisor’s rationale for submitting the trade orders.
6. What do I have to do to activate the Balance Exchange trading feature?
Contact your Relationship Manager (RM) to request the Balance Exchange
trading option be activated. Once activated, you will see the Balance Exchange
trade processing option in the different trade processing drop down lists.
7. Why did I receive an error messages when approving my exchange orders from
the blotter?
To an exchange order was originally created but not approved until after one of
the underlying funds has passed its closing time then the exchange order will be
rejected at the time of approval. (This is the same editing that exists today on
block exchanges.)
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Additional Print Reports
A PDF record of the following can be created from Liberty and saved locally, in order to
keep a permanent record:
•

Trade Processing and Alerts Messages: Reflects all messages and alerts
related to trading events. A summary section is also included for approved and
killed trades.

•

Consolidated Asset Management: Reflects CAM detail, to include Totals $,
parameters (filters or selections) applied to the view in Liberty, table/section
showing the collapsed data in the table (i.e. a summary view of the data with total
for each subsection), table/section showing the expanded view of the data in the
table including the value for each line item

•

Composite TWR Summary: Go to Trading: Models: Select a Model: Composite
TWR sub tab and choose the reporting period in the left selection panel.
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